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School Enrollment Mark
Nears 5,000 In County
Almost five thousand students are
enrolled in the city and county schools for
the fall term of 1975, according to figures
released by the Murray University School,
Murray City Schools, and Calloway County
Schools,
The totals released by the officials are
4,753 students; but with the various private
kindergarten and nursery programs, the
enrollment would be about five thousand.
Charlie Lassiter director of Pupil
Personel for the Calloway County Schools
said a total of 2,701 students are enrolled at
the three elementary centers for one
through eight grades and at the high
school.
Calloway County High School has a total
enrollmera of 885 for the term. North
Elementary has 678, East Elementary has
675, and Southwest Elementary has 463,
Lassiter said.
Willie Jackson, director of Pupil Per-
sonel for the Murray City Schools said the
total enrollment for all public schools was
1,885.
Murray High School has a total
enrollment of 710 for the term. At Murray
Middle for grades five through eight, the
• enrollment is 633. Carter Elementary has
244 and Robertson Elementary has 263.
ilkoth for kindergarten through fourth
grade. Headstart has an enrollment of 35
The Murray University School has an
enrollment of 167 for this term, according
to Dr. Janice Hooks, director. This is for
kindergarten through the sixth grade.
Butz May Be Advised To Lower
Tobacco Allotments For 1976
RALEIGH, N.C: (AP) — The National
Tobacco Advisory Committee was told
today that stiffer foreign competition will
mean increases in the amount of tobacco
produced for world consumption, but the
United States' percentage of the export
market will continue to decline.
B.G..Andrews of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Foreign Agricultural Ser-
vice told the committee meeting here that
the volume of United States' tobacco ex-
ports has stabilized now after declining by
8 per cent for the year ended June 30.
In order to continue exporting at its
present levels, Andrews said the United
States must take best advantage of other
countries' import laws, selling them an
adequate volume of good quality leaf,
marketed at competitive prices.
Andrews said competition from foreign
markets is increasing in both volume and
quality.
He said that while the United States is'
the w.orld?s largestlobaceo experterz-itis —
also the third-largest importer of tobacco
products. L •
The committee, made up of
warehousemen, growers, tobacco com-
pany representatives and land-grant
universities, is appointed by and acts as an
advisory board to Agriculture Secretary
Earl Butz. Tobacco quotas are among the
matters on which they advise him.
Jim Graham, North Carolina's.
Agriculture Commissioner, planned to
urge the committee in the afternoon
session to reduce the 1976 flue-cured to-bacco quote by the maximum permitted
under the law.
"I personally feel this cut should be inthe range Of 15 to 25 per
-stetementsittitr -- —
Graham said most growers feel that the15 per cent increase in quotas this year hadhad an adverse affect on prices. He,calledthe 1975 marketing season the most frus-trating for growers of any season duringthe last decade under the poundage-
acreage program."
Buying companies, his statement added,have shared in the frustration because of
the uncertain worldwide- economic sit-uation.
Labor _Day Meetings
Set By Coal Strikers
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) — Coal
miners planned Labor Day weekend
meetings throughout the coalfields as a
three-week-old wildcat walkout showed no
signs of abating.
United Mine Workers President Arnold
Miller and other national officers were
scheduled to meet this afternoon here with
100 local union heads from the West
Virginia area that initiated the walkout.
Nearly 80,000 of the nation's 125,000 soft
coal miners remained idle today, despite
strong words attacking the strikers from
leaders of both the union and industry
Friday.
"The present chaos, marked by defiance
of court orders and near anarchy in the
coalfields, comes as a bitter dis-
appointment to the industry negotiators of
the 1974 agreement," said Guy Farmer,
general counsel for the Bituminous Coal
Operators Association, the industry
bargaining group.
"In reponse to some of the current
dissidents' demands." he said in aspeech to the West Virginia Chamber of
Commerce and the West Virginia Bar As-
sociation, "let me clearly state that the
BCOA will not reopen the 1974 contract."
The five-member UMW District 17
Executive Board, covering the West
Virginia area where the strike has been
concentrated, directed its locals to hold
meetings this weekend to order members
to return to work Tuesday.
Love Home Is
Gutted By Fire
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Love
and their four children, located south of
Hazel, was destroyed by fire during the
electrical and rain storm Thursday night.
No one was home at the time of the fire
and all the contents were destroyed along
with the frame home.
Love is employed at the Carburetor
Plant at Paris. Tenn., and is the son of
Mrs. Lona Love of Murray. The family is
now staying with her mother, Mrs.
Harrjson at Puryear, Tenn.
Their ttaldren are Debbie, 15, Cheryl, 14,„
Angle, 12, and David, four.
For information concerning the family,
persons may call Mrs. Lona Love or Mrs.
Ora Lee Lyons, phone 753-3325 or 753-3755.
Charges Dropped
Against Windsor
Charges of first degree rape— were
dismissed against Buddy Windsor in
County Quarterly Court today, according
to County Attorney Sid Easley.
) Easley said the 'dismissal came nt the
request of the prosecuting witness.
"The current work stoppage is being led
by the so-called right to strike committees.
Most of the leaders of this group have very
little experience as coal miners," the
district officials' statement said.
"Their demands are impossible to win
and their activities will divide and ruin this
union," the statement said.
The board also pointed out that if the
miners fail to return to work after the
holiday weekend, the national union faces
a federal civil contempt fine of $500,000
plus $100,000 for each additional idle day.
The strike began during the first week of
August in District 17's Logan County,
quickly spread in West Virginia, and this
week hit heavily in western Pennsylvania,
eastern Kentucky, southwestern Virginia,
Indiana, Illinois, Ohio and Alabama.
Although it began to protest the suspen-
sions of two miners, it has expanded to
cover a wide range of dissatisfactions with
the contract negotiated last fall and
ratified in December, the first time the
UMW rank-and-file had voted on a labor
contract.
Discontent has touched contract
provisions relating to grievances, shift
rotation and safety. Other miners have fo-
cused on the right to strike over local and
safety issues, which they do not have.
The strike's effects began to be felt in
coal-dependent industries last week. Nor-folk & Western and the Chessie System
railroads furloughed several himdred em-
ployes each. A Penn Central spokesman
said that line was losing $400,000 in
business a day.
U.S. Steel Corp. said Friday it had
reduced coking operations by one fourth atits Clairton Works near Pittsburgh. Othersteel firms said their coal stockpiles were
dwindling, but not yet depleted,-
Officials To Be Guests
Of MSU At Banquet Meet
More than 200 local, state and federal
officials from 24 West Kentucky counties
will be guests of Murray State University
Friday, Sept. 5, at a recognition dinner for
those with whom the University has
worked in more than 40 projects conducted
across the region within the past year
through its local government services
program.
The program, conducted through the
University's new Center for Regional
Services, won national recognition last
spring when the National Association of
Development Organizations selected it as
the nation's most outstanding cooperative
local government developmental
assistance program.
Hosted by Murray State President
Constantine W. Curris, who also will serve
as master of ceremonies, the dinner is
scheduled for 6:30 p. m. in the ballroom of
the Waterfield Student Union Building.
The principal speaker will be Ralph Ed
Graves, executive director of the Office of
Local Government, Frankfort. Graves is a
former member of the Kentucky House of
Representatives from Bardwell.
Also on the program will be former State
Rep. Richard Lewis, Benton, who is now
executive assistant to Gov. Julian M.
Carroll, and William Scent, secretary of
the cabinet and comrnissione of the
Executive Department for Finance and
Administration, Frankfort. Before going
to Frankfort, Scent lived in Hopkinsville.
Others invited and expected to attend
include legislative officials, city and
county officers and regional governmental
leaders associated- with the area
development districts — the Pennyrile,
Green River and the Purchase.
For the past year, the expertise 14
Murray State's faculty,, staff and students
has been utilized to assist city and county
officials as well as personnel in regional
governmental agencies in solving
problems and formulating positive
programs for the advancement of com-
munity affairs.
Twenty-five such projects have been
completed. Fifteen others are in progress,
and an advisory committee, made up of
officials and community leaders, has
assisted the University in meeting the
service needs of the local governments.
Serving on this Committee has been.
Ballard County Judge James 0. Guffey,
Wickliffe; Henry Hughes, executive
director of the Purchase Area Develop-
ment District, Mayfield; City Clerk Jim
Holt, Sturgis; Mrs. Linda Horton, Office of
Local Government, Frankfort; Mayor W.
J. Hopson, Cadiz; and Mayor John Ed
Scott, Murray.
The Center for Regional Services has
access to all parts of the University in
ehlping local government meet • their
needs, President C'urris has repeatedly
emphasized, and one of the key supporting
offices on the campus will be the
University's new Harry Lee Waterfield
Institute for Local Government.
Showers
Continued warm and humid with a chali-
ce of showers and thundershowers tonight
and Sunday Lows tonight in the upper FAs
and low 70s. Highs Sunday in the upper 80s.
Winds south to southwesterly 10-15 m p h.
tonight. Outlook for Monday - PartlYcloudy and warm.
One Section — 10 Pages
MOTEL-TOURISM PROGRAM—A total of 50 people from West Kentucky registered this week for a 13-week trainingprogram at Murray State University to prepare for job dpportunitias in the. motei-lourism infinst,...Amotvg them -were.—...,....(seated.14aft-to right) Haniefiatahrr amtiotrhelw-mecorTITOtrof Murray, Sara Katherine Smith of Mayfield and loan Ear-ns of Clinton. Standing is William E. Freeman, director of the Motel-Tourism Program in the College of Business and PublicAffairs at Murray State. Supported by a federal grant authorized through the Bureau of Manpower Services of the -Ken-tucky Department of Human Resources, the program will involve training in bookkeeping, personnel management,business law, merchandising and food management.
MSU-TV To Resume
Programming Here
Color television programming to
cablevision patrons in Murray and
Mayfield from MSU-TV studios on the
campus of Murray State University will
resume Tuesday, Sept 2.
Dr. Robert Howard, station manager,
said the first telecast of the new school
year will begin at 4:30 p. m. on Channel 11
in Murray and on Channel 4 in Mayfield.
He explained that the program format ofthe Monday through Friday schedule from4:30 to 7 p. rn. will be essentially the sameas last year. He gave this outline of the
daily schedule:
4:30-4:35 p. m.—Devotional sponsored
by the Murray Ministerial Association.
435-5 p. m.—News, weather and sports to
cover the national, state and local scene.
5-6 p. m.—Focus, a talk show hosted by Dr.
Jim Biggs, Ruth Howard and students,
featuring interviews with local, state and
national personalities.
6-7 p. m.—Broadcast material of interest
to the viewing audience provided by
several different sources and dealing with
a variety of topics.
Howard said cablevision carries MSU-TV into about 7,500 homes and residence
hall rooms in the two communities.
Noting that programming at the station
is designed to be "community-oriented,"
Howard said suggestions from people in
the area about programming possibilities
are welcome.
MSU-TV provides laboratory experience
for students involved in the radio-
television curriculum at Murray State.
Labor Day Weekend To
Draw Holiday Travelers
The long Label. Day weekend began with
motorists hitting the nation's highways for
their last extended warm-weather holiday
in 1975.
The American Automobile Association
estimated some 65 million to 70 million
travelers would be on the road during the
three-day period, about 5 million morethan last year.
EarlyProday 10 deaths were reported on
the nation's highways.
The National Safety Council estimated
that between 460 and 560 persons may die
in accidents during the 78-hour period
which began for counting purposes at 6
p.m. Friday and ends at midnight Monday.
During the comparable period last year,
515 persons lost their lives in highway acci-
dents.
The highest number of persons killed in
Labor Day highway accidents was 688 in
1968.
The council warned motorists against
trying to stretch their stamina by driving
too far in too short a time, especially since
many drivers approach the Labor Day
weekend with a last-chance-to-get-away
attitude.
The AAA said motorists will have little
trouble finding enough gasoline, but they'll
have to pay over 60 cents on the average
for regular.
The motorists' organization said its spot
check of 18 states in all regions of the coun-
try showed the average price of regular
gasoline to be 61.1 cents per gallon.
Unleaded sold for an average of 63 cents
per gallon and premium sold for an
average 65 cents per gallon.
Labor Day Crackdown Ordered
For Highway, Water Officials
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 4AP) — State high-
way and water safety officers have been
ordered to crack down on speeders and
persons who are careless on Kentucky's
waterways in an effort to hold down the
number of accidental deaths during the
long Labor Day weekend.
First Outdoor Concert
To Be Held In Stadium
Murray State University's first outdoor
concert in two-year-old Roy Stewart
Stadium scheduled Sunday, Sept. 7, will
feature the three-man group known as
America and come at the beginning of a
period of Bicentennial celebrations across
the country.
To begin at 7:30 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 7, the
Student Government Association concert
is the first of a series during, the fall
semester.
One of the hottest groups.in the nation
since "A Horse With No Name", grabbed
the top of the charts for weeks in early
1972, America is composed of sons of U.S..;
military officers who have lived all over
the world.
Currently, Gerry Beckley, Dan Peek,
and gewey Bunnell are enjoying the fame
of a national tour and their latest album,
"Hearts," which was the number one U.S.
sound in June and has ranked on Billboard.
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Opinion Page .. 3
Fins Feathers 4,5
Spprts 6, 7Cr word 6
Comics  — 8
Classifieds ..... . .. 8,9
Deaths & Funerals 10
The trio s latest single, -Dais) Jane," is
31st on the same rating after six weeks
time.
Also appearing will be standout solo
artist John Sebastian, a frequent guest
host of television talk shows and formerly
a • member of the Loving Spoonful_
Sebastian appeared at Murray State in one
of the first outdoor concerts ever held in
Murray when his former group played in
old Carlisle Cutchin Stadium.
Tickets are priced for the general public
at $6 for reserved seats and $5 for general
admission, while MSU students can obtain
reserved seats at $4 each and general
admission in advance at $3 each.
Seven outlets in the area include: San
Audio and Gatlin's TV-Stereo in Paducah,
Mayfield Music Center in Mayfield, the
Student Union Building at the University
of Tennessee at Martin in Martin, Tenn.,
The Clothesline in South Fulton, Tenn.,
Leaches Music in Paris, Tenn.), and Mama
Nature's, Chuck's Music Center, and the
MSU Student Union Building
Carroll To Be
In Paducah Today ,
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Julian
Carrot planned to return, to Paducahtoday to Spend the Labor Dkry weekend andrest — on doctor's orders — in an effort toclear up an infection of the throat.
His office announced late Friday thatCarroll had visited Dr. William Schreiberin Louisville and, that the physician sug-gested that the governor reV and not talkmuch at least until Tuesday
A spokesman for the State Police said
more than 500 officers will be used to wat-
ch state highways and to man roving road-
blocks to check licenses and identification
of drivers.
"We're always looking for speeders and
will be looking for them this weekend," Lt.
Corn. Leslie C. Pyles of the State Police
said Friday. "And certainly there will be
roadblocks in areas where they won't
create congestion--rural areas and
secondary roads—but none as such on the
limited access highways."
He said a "tremendous amount" of trat-
-fie fs expected in Kentucky this weekend.
Pyles said increased speed is a con-
tributing factor in the rising death toll on
Kentucky highways. Many motorists, he
said, are disregarding the 55 mile per hour
speed limit.
And on the state's waterways, officials
are planning to crack down on those who
appear careless because "we don't want
this last big fling of suouner to be a repeat
of Memorial Day weekend when almost
twice as many people died on the water as
on the highways," said Don Shoulders, the
state's chief water safety officer.
He said 31 boating officers would be
working nearly double time to stop the
rising tide of drownings and other fatal
mishaps.
He also said that new regulations for
water skiing will be enforced.
During the Memorial Day weekend,
there were 21 water related deaths. our
involved boats. There were 12 traffic
deaths.
Most water-related accidents ':are
caused by pure carelessness, usually' by
the person who is killed," Shoulders said..114 new water-skiing rules require
skiers to wear U. S. Coast Guard approved
life jackets rather than ski belts.
In addition, Ski boats must have an ob-
server in addition to the operator, 'or the
boat must have special rear-view mirrors.
''Most of the citations I issue are for.
failure to have enough life vests on board,''
said Tom Anderson. an enforcement offi-
cer on Barkley Lake.
State law requires a boat of 16 feet or more
to have, at least one wearable personal
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Wife's 'Peach' Wants
To Stay in Tree
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a 43-year-old handsome
hunk of man with a peach of a disposition. He's a TV repair
man and does very well. We have two children, and I must
admit he is a good father.
My complaints: He can't go to a movie because he hates
to sit still for that long. He won't go to church for the same
reason. He won't take me dancing because he thinks
dancing is foolish. He doesn't like to go out for dinner
because it's too expensive. He refuses to go to band concerts
because he doesn't like that kind of music.
Camping is too rough and fishing is boring. He WILL go
deer hunting, but he won't take me because "men don't take
their wives." He won't go for a walk with me because he
might miss his favorite TV programs.
The only place he likes to go with me is to bed, and he's
very good in that department.
I'm 38 and tired of staying home all the time. Any
suggestions?
HOMEBODY
DEAR HOMEBODY: Count your blessings. A man with
a "peach of a disposition" who is a good father can't be all
bad. Build a social life by inviting a few friends in. You
don't have to go "out" to have a good time.
DEAR ABBY: My husband makes me feel like such a
dummy every time I ask him a question that I've quit
asking him. However, right at this moment I am sitting
here puzzled and in tears, so I decided to write to you.
My basement is flooded, and I can't do my washing. My
husband went on a fishing trip, and he never told me what
to do if the water in the basement comes up so high it covers
the sump pump.
Should I wade down there and unplug it, or will I get
 ...010CtnilaUted3.• amen.co•
A>
IN TEARS IN KANKAKEE
DEAR IN: First, you are no dummy for asking. When
electricity is involved with water, DO NOT TOUCH
ANYTHING! Phone your power company and ask them to
come out and turn off the power to your house.
DEAR ABBY: A few years ago, a niece of mine was
expecting a baby. Knowing that she and her husband didn't
have much, I offered them a crib and highchair I had in my
attic. They seemed very happy to get these items.
.Now it has come to my attention that this niece SOLD
the crib and highchair to a secondhand furniture dealer!
Abby, don't you think that she should have asked me if I
wanted those pieces back since she had no snore use for
them? Also, since she got them for nothing, don't you this*
any money she received from selling them rightfully belongs
to me?
AUNT BESSIE
.DEAR AUNT: If you LENT your niece the items, she
should have returned them to you But if you gave them to
her, they were hers to sell or else, at her discretion.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ALL FOULED UP IN
BOZEMAN": if you were sick, you'd gladly pay a doctor
for curing you, wouldn't you? So, why, when you have legal
problems, do you try to get help from unqualified people
who might involve you even more deeply in debt? Engage a
lawyer and pay him for what he knows. It's the best
investment you can make.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY Bo: No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions' Please enclose a




Third annual New Providence
Riding Club Super Horse Show
will be held at club grounds
starting at four p.m.
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will have an
end of summer party and dinner
at Kerilake State Park and Hotel
starting at four p.m.
Murray Training School class
of 1950 will have a reunion at the
Murray Woman's Club House at
seven p. m. A social hour for
other graduates or friends of the
class will be at 8:30 p. m.
Dance featuring Country Wild
will be for members of Murray
Moose Lodge and their out of
county guests at the lodge hall
from eight p. m. to midnight.
Sunday, August 31
Annual Lynn reunion will be
held at Paris Landing State
Park with a basket lunch at
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Noah
Williams, formerly of Murray,
will be honored at a reception in
observance of their golden
wedding anniversary from two
to four p. m. at their home, 157
Calvert Drive, Reidland, at
Paducah.
Monday, September 1
Bethany Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
have a potluck supper at the
church at six p. in.
 —ill -sliest al,-the.41A.,-
Hall at seven p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at seven p. m. Note change in
time and place.
Welcome to new members ot
the Oaks Country Club will be at
the Waterfield Student Union
Ballroom, Murray State
University. A catered dinner
will be at 6:30 p. m. followed by
a dance. In charge of
arrangements are Messrs and
Mesdames Homer Branch, Jim
Lamb, Mike Morgan, and
Stanley Hargrove.
Tuesday, September 2
Volunteers for Breath of Life
campaign for Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation for Dexter and
Hardin will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the Hardin Community
Building. Persons interested
are urged to attend.
Murray High and Middle
School Band Boosters Club will
meet at the band room at the
high school at 8:30 p.m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at ten
a. m. in Hale Chapel. A coffee
will be at 9:30 a. m. The
executive committee will meet
at nine a. m.
Tuesday, September 2
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
Gleason Hall at 1:30 p. m.
Group II of First Christian
Church CViF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Ruth Clopton at
two p. m. with Mrs. Pauline
Speegle and Mrs. Elizabeth
Vaughn as cohostesses and Mrs.
Rupert Parks as program
leader.
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs. Neil
Brown at ten a. m.
Lottie Moon Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs. W. R.
Howard at 7:30 p. m.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
eleven a. m. at the club house.
Each is to bring a sack lunch.
Note change in date and time.
Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
dinner at the club house at 6:30
p. m.
Murray Assembly No, 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p.
m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for senior citizens. Squarg., differ9t
—En-CI4 £'e 'at 1:45 
 
p. m. LIBRA
( Sept 24 to Oct. 23)
directed, you and others whom
you influence will draw readily
on success patterns. This is no
day for dawdling!
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) keOt
Certain obstacles in your path
will call for either more con-
centrated effort on your part or
a complete revision of plan if
they are to be overcome.
,curb overaggressiveness. CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) IdTAURUS 
Apr. 
21  to may
21) tiskj?' Curb emotions and a tendency
to go.to extremes. Tighten reins
on spending, but don't scrimp
unwisely and lose out in the long
run.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your Uranus excellently
positioned. Stretch your talents
and abilities to cover some of
the sparse areas in your field of
attainment.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Not all things will come easily
now and, as last week, you will
have some important decisions
to make. Make them carefully,




FOR SUNDAY, AUGUST 31, 1925
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
AIRES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
In all matters and projects
requiring training and practice,
if you are consistent and
careful, you will gain new ad-
vantages. Just one admonition:
Dexter Senior Citizens will
have its arts and crafts session
at 9:30 a. m. at the Dexter
Community Center.
Wednesday, September 3
Red Cross Volunteers will
have their re-organizational
meeting at the Murray-
Talloway County Hospital
Conference room at one p.m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Oaks Country Club at
noon with Mary Bogard and
Vickie Shake, phone 753-7879, as
hostesses. Bridge will be at nine
a.m. with Agnes Fair, phone
436-2326, as hostess. Make
reservations for both by noon
Tuesday.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens will
meet at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church at 7:30 p.m.
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet at Kirksey United
Methodist Church Fellowship
Hall at 10:30 a.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at Hazel City Hall at one
p.111.
We'd like
to see lower prices,
too...
for food, for clothing,
for housing, for fuel.
We wish TVA
didn't have to pay
several times what it
used to pay for coal to
make electricity.
We wish interest
rates weren't so high.
Nld we wish we didn't
have to pay higher
Mutray-Meyfield
prices for the hardware
we use — for poles, for
tra nsformers, for electric
cable, for crossarms,
and on and on.
We wish we could
supply your power at
the same price we used
to be able to.
But wishing won't
make it so.
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
753-5012
Don't try to "get by" on your




(May 22 to June 21) 11/49-
Your nature normally is to
-keep up with the times." It has
built-in inventiveness, excellent
perception. Don't let a "handful
of thumbs" bungle your job
now. Think carefully.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
When least expected, you
may be asked to put forth extra
effort, do more than usual, take
on someone else's tasks for good
reason.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412,
As with the Cancerian, you
may have to take on some extra
responsibilities today, but the
rewards will be worth it —
you handle them well, and
amiably.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A day which stresses a need
for efficiency. Take a cue from
competitors what NOT to do and
what TO DO. You can be in-
eirA
ISOC:)
Through good methods, in-
tegrity and following successful
past procedures, you can put
this day's efforts in the top
echelop for rewards, ad-
vancement.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
If adaptability, imagination
and energies are wisely
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a winning per-
sonality, are purposeful in your
aims, extremely trustworthy
and meticulous in handling
details; may, however, be too
unyielding at times. You have
fine executive ability and the
gift of leadership; would make
an excellent promoter or
organizer. However, the Virgo-
an of this date is primarily in-
terested in science, technology
and edus.attpn. In .the latter
connection, you would make an
outstanding teacher if not too
impatient or exacting with
those under your supervision. In
the creative field, music and
literature would be the best
outlets for your talents. Birth-
date of: Theophile Gautier,
French novelist; Wm. Saroyan,
author, playwright; Arthur
Godfrey, radio and TV en-
tertainer.
Your Indivjceilas DrakelHoroscope 
FOR MONDAY, SLYI EMBER 1,1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes And find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
Stress your clear-cut, smart
perceptions. Direct your ver-
satility into profitable channels.
An all-around good day!
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
It may take longer than usual
to put across a proposition or a
point but you can still get much
accomplished and make a good
impression.
GEMINI -
(May 22 to June 21)
Your innate industriousness
and knack for performing under
pressure can be a boon now—if
you do not listen to dissenters
and pessimists.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
If you go out of your way to
make changes, they should 'be
both reasonable and in order, or
you will run into difficulties. In
general, stick with routine.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
(Enlist assistance ere
needed. Do not try to ; too
much at once. Indications of
help from unexpected sources_
Make ready for some new
arrangements, maybe a detour.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
Look over what is planned
and eliminate completely what
would deter you from doing
things fully, completely; what
would crowd yohr schedule
needlessly.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AEI
You will accomplish more if
you quell unrest and agitation,
and neither drive nor insist.
beyond the line of diplomacy.
Some "lesser" items ARE
important.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Look to those things you know
and do most ably for success
now. Also aim at eventual ac-
complishment in new areas. Be
alert to the insincerity of flat-
terers.
SAGITTARIUS





Mrs. Lonnie Lovett Honored At
Shower Held Thursday Evening
On August 28 at seven p. m. at
the Hardin City Hall, Mrs.
Vickie Lovett, August fifteenth
bride of Lonnie Lovett, was the
honoree of another delightfully
planned household shower.
The honoree chose to wear for
the occasion an ensemble of
rust pants and creamed jacket.
She opened her many lovely
and useful gifts, assisted by
Mrs. Denise Cavitt, for the
guests to view.
Refreshments of cake, punch,
nuts, and mints were served
from a table overlaid with a
white lace cloth centered with a
lovely arrangement of dried
flowers.
The gracious hostesses for the
event were Mrs. Sue Penney,
Mrs. Hazel Edwards, Mrs.
Barbara Darnall, Mrs. Irene
Erwin, Mrs. Irene Harrison,
Club Board Plans
Meeting Tuesday
The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet Tuesday, September 2, at
eleven a, m. at the club house,
according to Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette, president, who
urges all board members to
note the change in day and time.
Officers of the club for the
year 1975-76 are Mrs.
LaFollette, president; Mrs.
Tom Brown, first vice-






Mrs. Reba Wyatt, Mrs. Dorothy
Sills, Mrs. Emma Elizabeth
Powell, Mrs. Agnes Darnell,
and Mrs. Anita Richards.
Honored guests were Mrs.
Charles L. Edwards, mother of
the bride, and Mrs. Leon Lovett,
mother of the groom.
Approximately thirty-five




The First United Methodist
Church Women will meet
Tuesday, September 2, at ten a.
m. in Hale Chapel with the Ruth
Wilson Circle to be in charge of
the devotional period.
Officers for 1976 will be
elected and installed at the
meeting.
A coffee with the Bessie
Tucker Circle as hostess will be
held at 9:30 a. m. preceded by
the Executive committee
meeting at nine a. m. in the
church parlor.
Following the general
meeting all members and
committee chairmen for the
Christmas Bazaar will meet in
the church parlor.
Nothing is dearer to an old
father than a daughter. Sons
have spirits of higher pitch,





What do you do if . . .
your Social Security check hasn't come
to you for two months?
you bought a hearing aid and you find
you don't need it?
you don't know what is covered by Medicare?
READ HEARTLINE for information
WRITE HEARTLINEior help
Appearing in the
Murray Ledger & Times
wriej;`.v
You may note an increasing
tempo in some areas which will




( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Concentrate on substantial
and pertinent matters. Avoid
unwise speculation and com-
plications but do not sidestep
problems that must be handled.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Persons with whom you deal
will not all feel up to par; some
are working under stress. Offer
a helpful word; it helps.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 )(
Reserve some moments for
quiet reflection. They could
release hidden treasures of
ideas that otherwise might be
stifled.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with yeat in-
dependence, a spirit ca' en-
terprise and are extremely
ambitious. Once you have
undertaken a project, you will
see it through, no matter how
great the obstacles. You are
gregarious of nature, unusually
versatile, with a strong affinity
for science. There are many
other fields in which you could
excel, however—especially the
law, journalism, politics,
medicine, education, finance or
publishing. With the proper
education, of course, you should
reach top levels of attainment,
no matter which career you
choose. Birthdate of: Walter
Reuther, Amer labor leader
Relax/ Rock it For
11111,1 510 
I ID • JO Sol tun I
THE GRAND ADVENTURE
OF THE YEAR!
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Our $3.97. Merit, Boys' Hi-top
or Lo-cut Athletic Shoes White.
Black. Gold or Navy. Men's Sizes
61/2-12 Boys' 11-2, 214)-6.
44
*Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
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Guest Editorial
Ultimate Absurdity
The U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers has looked under the
bed and discerned the ultimate
absurdity: Farmers would be
required to have permits before
plowing their fields.
This foolishness arose from a U.
S. district court ruling ordering
the Corps to establish regulations
governing dredge and fill
operations in waters of the United,
States. The Corps offered four
alternative proposals, including
one that provided the Corps would
have to issue permits before a
drainage ditch could be con-
structed or some fields plowed.
Col. R. B. Hughes, assistant
10 Years Ago
Over four thousand students have
enrolled in the schools in Murray and
Calloway County for the fall term.
Deaths reported are Miss Sue Etherton,
J. Rudolph Riley, Mrs. Gladys Wilson, and
the infant girlsof Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Chester.
Rev. Jerry T. Lackey is the new pastor
of the-Coldwater • Circuit-serving Cold--
water, Cole's Camp Ground, Mt. Carmel,
and Mt. Hebron Methodist Churches.
Rev. Paul Dailey of Lincoln Park, Mich.,
will be the guest speaker at the Hazel
Baptist Church on September 1.
Miss Judy Carol Chrerbey and Donald W.
Oliver were married at the home of her
parentsr. and Mrs. Frank A. Overbey.
20 Years Ago
James W. Owen, Commissaryman Third
Class USN, is serving on the USS Gregory
with the destroyer squadron for a tour of
duty in the Far East.
Prof. E. G. Schmidt of Murray State
College has been appointed acting
publicity director for the corning year,
according to M. 0. Wrather, public
relations director.
Threna Gray of Kirksey High School and
Frances Perry of Murray Training School
are attending the second Kentucky FHA
Leadership Training Camp at Har-
dinsburg. They were accompanied by Inez
Haile, Murray Training School advisor.
Miss Linda Beach, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ohs Beach, and James White, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Laymon White, were
married August 12.
Mrs. Marshail Berry and son, Dick, who
have been in Germany the past year are
visiting her mother, Mrs. B. F. Schroader,
and her sister, Mrs. Jack Farmer.
Bible Thought
...If God be for us, who can be
against us? Romans 8:31.
God is our friend, our com-
panion, our guide, our strength.
Who else really counts by com-
parison?
chief of construction in the Corps'
operation division said the
proposal had been interpreted "to
mean all farmers would be
required to obtain permits before
plowing a field."
The Corps can come up with
something better than that. If it
doesn't, it will wish it had. Far-
mers plow when they can, or when
they have to. Their represen-
tatives in Congress will not permit
them to undergo the ordeal of get-
ting a permit, especially the 30-
day delay while the Corps en-
tertains objections "from the
standpoint of navigation only."
-Corpus Christi (Tex.) Caller
30 Years Ago
The Tennessee Valley Authority has
decided to offer land on Kentucky Lake
both for sale and for lease for group and
individual cabin sites, according to
Malcolm C. Little, manager of the Ken-
tucky Dam Reservoir Area.s.
Calloway County is directly connected
with other ac4044.1i-Jbestslaie..as. is All 
Western Kentucky since the Eggner's
Ferry bridge over the Tennessee River
and the bridge over the Cumberland River
are free from tolls and the public may
cross to other highways unhindered.
Deaths reported include Wilburn Lewis,
age 77, and W. S. Tolley, age 83.
Dr. Walter E. Blackborn has accepted
the position of head of the physical science
department at Murray State College,
according to M. 0. Wrather, acting
president.
The Ledger & Times is working on the
special section of "Calloway County
Heroes of World War Two," to be
published at a later date, said Mrs. George
Hart, editor of the newspaper.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Harold Ezell on August 28.
40 Years Ago
House and Senate approval of the
Compromise TVA bill virtually assures
imminent launching of construction of a
great power and navigation dam on the
lower Tennessee River.
Forty boys from Calloway County will
enter CCC Camps this week. They will be
examined at Camp Pace, Benton.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ada
Carter, age 87, Mrs. Pearl Goodman, age
22, and Mrs. Virgil White, age 31.
Coach Ty Holland will issue grid
uniforms to the 1935 Murray High School
Tigers today, Eugene Irvan is captain and
Dynamite Dunn is alternate captain.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Sledd, Jr., on August 25 and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tip Doran on August
28.
The annual Labor Day picnic will be held
at Pine Bluff again this year. Hundreds
from the east side and other parts of the
county usually gather at Pine Bluff for
observance of Labor Day.
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Letter To The Editor
Four-Lan ing 12th Street
Dear Editor:
This concerns four-laning of 12th St.,
which was discussed at a recent meeting of
Murray Planning Commission. Previously
I expressed opposition to the project as I
did when the same thing involved Main St.
Fortunately for Murray that idea is no
longer a certainty. Have same feelings
concerning Twelfth St. Regardless of the
outcome the writer has nothing to gain,
residing some distance away and owning
no property which might be effected. I'm
thinking of what. should be best for
Murray, all factors considered.
From what I heard and saw at the recent
meeting, I think our Planning Commission
is well qualified and has no axes to grind
anent proposed changes in Zonings from
residential to commercial and kindred,
however, I do feel whatever their decision,
it should have no bearing as to four-laning
Twelfth.
There is much difference of opinion
among friends and acquaintances, some
perhaps political, but this person is aghast
at the throwing away of millions of dollars
even 'tho Federal funds) to eliminate
what some claim is a bottle-neck, between
Chestnut and Sycamore Sts. The im-
pediment to traffic flow is not due to twp
lanes, but because vehicles intending to
turn left prevent traffic behind from
progressing because there is no room for
passing on the right-side. If all offending
inersections would  be_siven right-turn._
.1:iiiSSIriglities 'back sOine 100-150 feet the
prOblem would be solved. To illustrate I
refer to changes made at 12th and
Chestnut. Make comparable widenings
and install efficient traffic signal lights at
all problem points, the same purpose could
be accomplished for perhaps 5 to 10 per
cent of the cost of four-laning the entire
length. This would do the job now and
.94th4b .the foreseeable future, I should
Por the sake of saving a few seconds
perhaps, why make this portion of Twelfth
as hazardous as it is now between
Soyamore and Glendale Road? Whenver I
read the report of traffic accidents oc-
curring in Murray, I seem to recall there
are more on Twelfth from Sycamore
south, than in the remander of the City.
This is because of channeling the bulk of
traffic onto one street. We would have a
better city if 4th and 16th streets carried a
portion of the vehicles presently using
12th, provided of course improvements
and widenings were made at those and
other intersections.
How To Reach )
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. Somi. Ilfshorr -De*" Ne4Wlestite (a)
3327 Dirties Ovid..
Wombioiptos, D. C. 20510
U.S. Sea. Wembill N. teed (DI
4121 Deems Ileilikee
Weskierite, 0 C. 20510
U.S. tee. Carrel Rubber& Jr. (Di
423 Come Neese Office Maws
Weelesegfee, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators ant! Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a if 5 Copoini
operator will conniedt.you with the al
float of your choice
State Level
stets See Richard Iffeisieilierger (13)
State Capitol Ilerilibig
fierekfert, Ky. 40401,
Keefe 7, Mayfield, Ky. 42616
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ILet's Stay Well
Aspiration Of Breast Cysts
Cystic disease of the breasts is
a fairly common cause of lumps
which require a woman to see a
physician. She may be surprised
if he advisas that the cyst be tre-
ated by., aspirating the fluid with
a needle rather than by having
the entire cyst surgically
removed and studied to deter-
mine whether it is malignant.
If the patient will cssaserate in
foTIOW=iip ekaminationsi ex-
perience has shown that breast
cysts can be safely managed by
routine aspiration. It economical
and avoids any undue mutilaiton
and scat'ring of the breast. The
porcedure usually can be done
in the office.
Some women who have cystic
disease also have a low pro-
gesterone level, which may rts
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
quire correction by giving the
patient this hormone. Some
physicians feel that it helps to
lessen the likelihood of recur-
rence of the cysts.
Breast cysts may appear
rather suddenly and often are
tender They may be Multiple. If
a cyst is near the surface.jt, may
be transilluminated with a
flashlight, while a solid tumor
will not allow the light to shine
through as readily. The cyst is
often slightly movabie unless it is
deep in the breast tissue.
,.After cleaning the skin and in-
jecting it with a small wheal of
local anesthet&. a small needle
can he introduced into, the cyst
and it. contents (often clear alid
straw-colored) drawn into a
syringe As the fluid is removed,
most of ti* mass disapperas.
The aspiration site can be
covered by a small bandage.
The patient should be re-ex-
amined in about a month An oc-
casional cyst will partially refill
and require additional aspira-
tion
This conservative treatment is
all that is required in the ma-
jority of cases of cystic disease of
the breasts.
Q: Mrs F.E. thinks that her son
is more energetic than most
children and wants to know
whether this extra expenditure
of enerigr means that he should
have more sleep than an
average child of his age of 10
years
BLASINIGAME
A: Do not attempt to forcc -
tra sleep on your child. He tAIl
sleep adequately on his own En
courage regular habits, such a,
going to bed on schedule At
age, he will probably ci,eli.
eight to nine hours of sleep
Q: Mr. D.V. wants to
taking vitamins will c.i.
healthy person to gain
weight.
A. A healthy person us;..,. -
gets his vitamins by wat I
complete and ,balancei.
rather than Itiv itaking, 'A- -
separately They will
weight in a well-not].
son. However, if he has a viti.
deficiency. he May gain Y
as the deficiency icorcecto!
Taking into consideration everything for
the good of Murray as a whole, it is my
humble opinion, four-laning of 12th north
from Chestnut to Sycamore, will do more
harm than good. Now it is somewhat of a
pleasure to drive that section, but upon
crossing Sycamore a bit of tenseness
occurs. No trouble making a right turn, but
left turning is something else. Then, to get
back onto 12th again from either side is
quite a problem unless one does not mind
waiting minutes, not seconds, for traffic to
clear. Dread to think of this becoming a
reality on 12th, north from Sycamore.
If the majority of citizens express a
preference, pro or con, I say, so be it, but I
dislike projects such as this happening
because of person, political and financial
reasons on the part of some people.
Reference is made to no one in particular.
And I do know some in favor of the four-
laning who are just as sincere in their
approval as I am in opposition.
Earlier this year t expressed oppostiion
to U. S. Department of Transportation,
Federal Highway administration,
Washington, D. C., and received reply
from W. J. Wilkes, Director, Office of
Engineering. Among other things, and
significantly I feel, he underscored and
emphasized that reduction of traffic safety
hazards along any route was a most im-
portant consideration involving this and
sirniliar projects. It perplexes me as lo
why we should extend the most.hazardona_
thfffe fiiiiiiiTown,—aroout twice the
distance it now extends. Let us not equate
progress with speed, largeness, ex-
penasiveness, etc. Rather, we should
prefer progress tending toward moral or
intellectual improvement, thereby making
the area a better place to live in for each
and all residents. I say what is good for the
community is good for the individual.
As to fourlaning Highway 641 to Benton,
I can think of no objection. Heartily in
favor.
Mr. A. C. Koertner
1631 College Farm Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
F COnsumer CommentDon't Be Bugged
By Ed W. Hancock,
Attorney General
Don't let insects "bug" you—but don't
let pest control salespersons "bug" you,
either. If a sales person comes to your door
offering a free inspection, beware. Our
office has received several letters from
consumers who complain they spent
hundreds of dollars on unsuccessfur
treatments for insects and found the only
thing that was exterminated was their
bank accounts.
If you are told you have termites, beetles
or other insects or bugs, don't panic or
rush into signing a contract. A warning
that your house is in severe danger may be
nothing more than a scare tactic to make
you sign a contract faster. An offer of a
discount "today only" is another tactic
designed to convince the consumer to sign
a contract which is far more expensive
than most other companies.
Before you do anything, get the opinion
of two other pest control companies as to
whether or not there is a problem. If the
companies do not agree, or if you have
doubts as to whether or not you have in-
sects, write to the Director, Pest and
Noxious Weed Control, Department of
Agriculture, Capital Plaza Tower, Frank-
fort, Ky. 40601. Their inspection team may
be able to help.
Once you have determined that there is
an insect problem. obtain price estimates
for any needed work. All estimates should
be put in writing, and each should describe
the exact method of extermination to be
used. Find out if periodic inspections are
included in the cost, and ask that this in-
formation and any guarantees be put in
writing, as well. Also, check the com-
pany's record with the Better Business
Bureau.
All pest control companies must be
licensed by the Department of
Agriculture. The company's name and
license number should appear on all
service vehicles regularly used and each
salesperson should carry an identification
card issued by the Department of
Agriculture.
If you have complaints about pest
control inspection or service, write to the
Division of Pest and Noxious Weed Control
at the Department of Agriculture, and
send a copy of your complaint to the At-
torney General's Division of Consumer
Protection, the Capitol, Room 34, Frank-
fort, Ky. 40601.
On The Right Track
The long-awaited U.S. Rail-
way Association's attack on
problems of seven financially
troubled railroads in the north-
eastern United States of Amer-
ica does not represent any dew
flights of fancy — and it's com-
forting because it does not.
The association proposes to
consolidate the healthiest of the
Northeast services into a single
Funny Funny Fr4;r1d
KIDS
Year old Phillip is learning the
alphabet. He explained to his father,
"Making an 'H' is easy. You start with a
goal post and then go higher."
A youngster at Beverly Vista school fell
in the playground and the teacher ex-
plained that big boys don't cry. "I don't
intend to cry," said the young man, rub-
bing his knee, "I'm going to sue."
In Palikaholo, Hawaii, the officer in
charge of missing persons reports he spent
half a day searching for his 2 daughters
and found them hiding in a pineapple field.
"We just wanted to see how good you
were," they explained.
A little boy pointed to a cage of green
parakeets in the pet shop window. "Look,
Mommy," he exclaimed, -there are some
canaries that aren't ripe yet."
Johnny: "I fell into a mud puddle."
Mother: "What? With your new pants
on?" Johnny: "Yeah, I fell in so fast I
didn't have time to take them off."
Mom: "Eat your spinach, son. It will
color your cheeks." Son: "Who wants
green cheeks"
The Samuel Bronfields of Durango,
Colo., returned home after a cross country
trip to Philclelphia and someone asked 8
YgAr _Old Adele what she did most on the




Norfolk — The judge was there. The
prosecutor was there. The defendant and
his lawyer were present. But somebody
goofed. No jurors were called to hear the
murder trial of Darrell Keith Peavy in
Circuit Court.
Some years ago, protocol required
Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black to
attend the funeral of a man he had cor-
dially detested for years. A colleague who
was late for the services whispered in the
Jusice's ear, 'How far has the service
gone?" Justice Black whispered back,
"They just opened for the defense."
While reporting the loss of his hair-piece
at Longsight police station, Anthony
Burgess I 32; picked up a police two-way
radio, took it into the yard and, as a joke,
began to do impersonations of George Raft
and Tommy Cooper. i Manchester,
England, Reporter)
A Bronx, N. V. chap says his neigh-
borhood must be one of the toughest in
town. Last week the sergeant at the police
precinct lost his keys and they had to
change the locks at the police station.
Portland, Ore.—Judge Phillip J. Roth
was lying down on the job Wednesday in
Multnomah County Circuit Court, but not
by choice. Roth, who injured his back
while doing exercises at his home Monday,
was.wheeled into his fifth-floor courtroom
on a stretcher to hear the remainder of a
murder trial. The Oregonian)
15,000-mile rail system that will
serve 17 states. It wants to sell
another 2,000 miles of track to
private railroads in the region to
allow those carriers to improve
service so that they can offer
more competition.
Finally, the association would
abandon 5,700 miles of track
which carry only 2 per cent of the
total freight in the 17 states — or
make this portion of the North-
east railroads another federal
stepchild.
Solutions offered by the Rail-
way Association cannot be new
because the problems are not
new. Railroads are failing In the
Northeast because they are
strangled by government regu-
lations, because they are not
competitive, and because
politics has interfered too often
with sound business judgment.
The solutions to these prob-
lems are well-known and
straightforward. Indeed, some
Washington officials insist that
Northeast railroads could be
close to solvent today if
"political routes" were re-




with political prudence because
It does not see a reorganized rail
pattern in the Northeast making
money until 1979. The weakest
link of its proposal is to permit
retention of 5,700 miles of un-
necessary tracks.
But even a rail journey begins '
with a single mile. The Railway
Association's plan is exactly
this, the beginning of a long jour-
ney toward sanity in rail trans-
portation. Congress should allow
its plan to stand.
How's Your House?
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
If your house has serious def u may be
able to get the Federal Governmni to pay for
repairs—in certain circumstances—if your mortgage
is insueed by Federal Housing Administration
(FHA).
Or, if you have already made repairs, you may
get paid for your expenses by the Federiil Govern-
ment in some cases.
Following are conditions
that must be met for Federal-
financed repairs:
1. House must have been
more than a year old when
you bought it. •
2. House must consist of
no more than four units
(apartments).
3. Defect must be one
that so affects the use and
livability of the house as to
create a danger to life or
safety. Examples:
• Sagging porch roof
that could collapse;
• Heating or electrical
system that may be a fire
hazard;
• Brick or mortar work
that has deteriorated to th•
point that it is too weak to
support-the -seeemet Roof;
• Peeling paint,that con-
tains lead.
4. Defect must have eit-
isted at time of original ap-
praisal and be brie that a
proper inspection by an FHA
appraiser would have norm-
ally revealed. Existence of a
defect at this time does not
necessarily mean that you
have an eligible claim.
5. Mortgage financing for
the house must meet the,
following standards:
• Insured under Section
203(b)—the most common
FHA-insured mortgage plan
—or Section 221(d) (3) of the
Nat:onal Housing Act on or
after Aug. 1, 1968, but before
Jan. 1, 1973;
• Be in an older, declin-
ing community (population
2,60(1 or more);
• Be in a neighborhood
in which at least half of the
houses were built before 1940.
If defects are so serious
that you and your family
must move out during repair
HottsingrAt Urbao Dot
velopment Dept. (HUD) will
paY" moving casts and reason-
able living expenses. Some
houses may have such severe
structural defects that re-
pairs are not possible. In
these cases, HUD will pay
you the amount of money you
have spent so far in buying
the house (downpayment and
mortgage payments) and also
pay the remaining mortgage
,installments—meaning HUD
buys the defective house
from you.
If you think your house
is eligible for HUD's repair
program, you must say so in
writing before March 22,
1976. To find out where to
send your letter and to get
more information about the
program, first, contact the
savings and loan association
(or other financial institu-
tion) that holds the mortgage
on‘the house. Or check, your
telephone directory for , a
local office of HUD. Or write
HUD headquarter: Single-
Family Program Staff, Hous-
ing k Urban Development
Dept., Washington, D.C.
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Colt Smith L Wesson  
We'll Trade For Anything 1
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.
• ------------.. 
Astro Car Wash
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Home Of The Golden Shiner
mi. E. Ilwy 94
Salutes Their
"Customer of the Week"
Doc and Nancy's
753-5693
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DON'T BE A "WATER COWBOY"!
A POWER BOAT







FOR RULES AND RESULATIONS,WRITE





Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport
& Hiking Shoes with Speed lacing and Vibram
Soles & Heels.
1203 Chestnut Phone 753-8844
Ky. Dept. of fish & PAO Resources




don't really need to be reminded
that the opening of the season is
near. Chances are, most of
them already have their eyes on
grain or silage fields or have
atarted to get their shooting
form back in shape after the
long summer lay-off by
breaking a few clay pigeons.
The dove regulations this
year are very similar to those of
the past few seasons. From the
Sept. 1 opening date, the first
part of the split season runs
through Oct. 31, with the second
part of the season Dec. 13-Dec.
21. The limits remain at 12 daily
and 24 in possession after two or
more days of hunting.
( Remember that possession
limits apply to transporting or
storage and that no more than
the daily limit can be possessed
while the hunter is in the field.)
Shooting hours for doves are
from noon until one-half hour
before sunset, prevailing time.
All shotguns used for dove
hunting must be plugged to hold
no more than three shells ( one
in the chamber and two in the
magazine), and shooting over a










I South Phone 753-9491
Purple Firetail Yum Yum Worms Win
Tournament For RCA Fisherman
The 1975 Bass Caster's
Association Stockton National
Bass Tournament may not have
been long on numgers, but it
was certainly loaded with top
notch Bass Casters. There were
76 entries in the $10,000.00
tournament, and every con-
testant weighed in fish during
the two days of competition on
Stockton Reservoir in South-
west Missouri. A lot of credit
should also be given to this
great lake and the Missouri
Conservation Department for
their great fisheries program.
Dallas Bacon and Larry
Landers, both from Chester-
field, Missouri, established
"concrete" evidence that the
Bass Caster's Association
tournament fishermen are as
good as any in the country.
Bacon, 35, a concrete finisher
and Landers, 30, a bricklayer,
finished 1-2 to outdistance the
classy field of bass casters.
regulations for a definition of
-baiting") is prohibited.
Fields which contain grain as
the result of valid agricultural
operations, or those, where
grain has been grown for
wildlife management purposes
are legal.
The key to successful 'dove '
shooting is 'finding areas where'
silage or grain-crops have been -
harvested, since doves will
congregate there to feed: When
these fields are cut depends
largely on the weather. So far
this year, the situation looks
good. Of course, a rainy spell
later this month could delay
harvesting until later on in the
season.
The dove population also
looks OW this year, according
to Dan Russell, a wildlife
biologist with the Dep ent
of Fish and Wildlife ources
and an expert on oyes. All in
all, conditions now look right for
a good dove season, Russell.:says.
And Russell is a man who
should know what he's talking
about. Not only lias he worked
with doves since 1949, but he
also has recently written a book
Tennessee Valley Authority
Short Shots From
Land Between The Lakes
Deer Hunt Applications
Due Noon September I
Noon, September 1 is the
deadline for filing deer hunt
applications for the fall quota
gun hunts for whitetail and
fallow deer in Land Between
The lakes. There will be five
one-day hunts in both Kentucky
and Tennessee. Hunts will be
held in Kentucky November 8,
11, 14, 17, and 24, and in Ten-
nessee November 7, 10, 13, 18
and 22. All applications must
have the applicant's choice of
dates and type of weapon in-
dicated in order for the form to
be processed. Applications and
regulations concerning the
submission of them may be
obtained and returned at any
one of the information points in
Land Between The Lakes and at




Draw ings for blinds in the
Bear Creek Waterfowl Area
near the Lake Barkley shoreline
in Land Between The Lakes will
be held at the Stewart County,
High School in Dover, Ten-
nessee, at 9:00 a.m. on Labor
Day, Steptember I. Hunters
must have a Tennessee hunting
license and Federal migratory
waterfowl stamp to participate
in the drawing. Hunters who
have registered for a blind site
in any other waterfowl
management area in Tennessee
are not eligible for the drawing
at Bear Creek. Individuals
desiring blind sites must appear





Bacon's two-day limit of 18
fish weighed in at 48-0, and
established a new Stockton two-
day record for competitive
fishing. Bacon, who lived up to
his press clippings as one of the
men to beat, fished drop-offs
and deep structure with purple
firetall Yum Yum worms to
come from behind and win the
$1,500.00 first prize and a bass
boat with trailer. Bacon had two
consistant strings of 25-10 and
23-6 in the two hot, bright, and
breezy days, and proved again
that the dog days of August can
produce good strings of fish, if
you are willing to work at fin-
ding them.
Landers was leading after the
first day with 30-3, as he too was
living up to his advance press
clippings. He had found his fish
on drop-offs in 25 to 40 feet of
water and caught them on
grape and red Mann's Worms.
However, the second day his
on the subject, "The Dove
Shooter's Handbook" ( Win-
chester, Pfe3f5+: -
Newcomers to dove shooting,
or even old hands at the sport
who would like to increase their
knowledge of this fine game
bird, should get a copy of
Russell's book. Not only does he
give invaluable tips for hunting
doves, but he also goes into
detail about the habits, life
history and management of this
species.
In "The Dove Shooter's
Handbook," Russell gives some
very interesting figures about
the value of doves as a
renewable natural resource. On
a nationwide basis, he says, this
bird provides 12 to 15 million
recreation days each. year for
some 2.5 million hunters, who
use $16 million worth of shells.
For an annual return of $16
million, he goes on to say, it
would be necessary to invest
$320 million at 5 per cent in-
terest. When the cost of food,
drink, clothing, gasoline and so
on are added, the total value of
the nation's dove population
exceeds $I-billion.
Russell also points out that
•
dove hunters contribute a
greater share, proportionally,
to411e--5edera4-44d-to-441i44life--
Restoration fund than do most
other hunters because they use
so many shells. Ammunition, as
well as most other hunting
equipment, carries an 11 per
cent excise tax, which is
returned to the states for use in
wildlife projects.
Thus, Russell says, the dove
provides much more revenue
for wildlife funds than is spent
on its management, so it lends
financial support to many other
game and non-game species
that need to be studies and
managed but generate less
revenue.
I don't know about you, but all
this makes me feel a lot better.
The next time probably Sept.
n I come home from a dove
shoot with nothing in my game
bag but three or four boxes of
spent shells, I'll figure that the
day wasn't a total loss—at least
I've made my contribution to
the economy and to wildlife
management.
Now, if Dan Russell could
only come up with a sure cure
for a sore shoulder...
Field Archery
Tournament September 6
.A Field Archery Tournament
sponsored by the Kentucky
Archer Association and TVA's
Land Between The Lakes will
be held at the field archery
range just off U. S. Highway 68,
Saturday, September 6. The
tournament is open to youth and
adults and will include
categories in bare-bow, free-
style, and bowhunter classes.
Participants may register in
advance by contacting
RECREATION SERVICES,
TVA, land Between The Lakes,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231. N
AT1ONAL Field Archery
Association rules will apply.
Registration fees are $4 for
adults and $2 for youth.
Rushing Creek to
- -Close -September -3 -
Rushing Creek Campground,
straddling the Kentucky-
Tennessee line on Kentucky
Lake in Land Between The
lakes, will close for the season
September 3. Hillman Ferry
Campground, located in the
northern sector of the project,
and Piney Campground in the
southern end of the area will be
open year-round, in addition to
the 24 informal use areas that
dot the Kentucky and' Barkely




The Second Annual Piney
Campers Fair will be held at
Tar'
Piney Campground irr. the
southern portion oi Land Bet-
ween The Lakes, September 19-
21. The program will include a
Living History presentation at
the campfire theatre, puppet
show, bluegrass music, cam-
ping demonstrations, guided
nature hikes, a flea market,
softball games, fishing and
archery demonstrations,
singing groups, square dances,
and hospitality hours. For
additional information on this
special event contact
RECREATION SERVICES,
TVA, Land Between The lakes,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231,
or phone 502-924-5602.
National Hunting and Fishing
Day September 28
Antique and hand carved
duck decoys, wildlife oriented
arts and crafts, taxidermy
demonstrations gnd ex-
planations in the proper han-
dling and preparation of




strations by the American
Mountain Men and the Second
Annual Wild Turkey Calling
Contest will highlight the an-
nual observance of National
Hunting And Fishing Day at
Land Between The Lakes,
Sunday, September 28. Bring
the family and join in the ac-
tivities at Empire Fartniii the
Environmental Education
Center from 1 to 6 p.m.
Storey's
Food Gaut
.Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m. g i
i§i Hwy._ 641 So. _ _ .
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fish had either moved or
decided not to cooperate, so he
returned to some of his old
honey holes. They were still
productive enought to produce
seven fish that weighed in at 13-
11. The total of 43-14 for the
tournament earned Landers a
check for $1,000.00 and $500.00
worth of merchandise.
With the 290 points Landers
earned for second place, he
moved into the lead in standings
for the 1975 Champion of.
Champions and qualifying for
the 1975 Bass Caster's Grand
National. Ironically,, Lander's
credited Theo Avolos of
Stockton, Missouri with putting
him on his first day fish during
the week preceding the tour-
nament. Avlos, 29, was leading
in the point standings prior to
the Stockton Tournament, and
was favored to retain his lead
with the tournament being held
on his home lake. Avlos, a
millwright, finished 29th with
14-4 and will remain well up in
the point standings.
Mack Tucker, 34, of Ballwin,
Missouri, finished third with 38-
0 and earned $600.00 and $200.00
in merchandise for his efforts.
Tucker, a concrete contractor,
d_ilproved the theorjhatu
must go deep to catch fish on
the bright sunny days of
summer. Tucker used spinner
baits and a lure manufactured
by his first day partner, Bob
Martin of Springfield, Missouri,
to consistently produce fish in
less than two feet of water. All
of his fish were caught in
shallow water with lots of heavy
brush and logs. It was difficult
fishing, but very proddctive, as
both of his partners will attest
to. Tucker also moved into the
top 20 in point standings and
virtually assured himself a spot
in the 1975 Grand National.
Last year's BCA-Falstaff Pro-
Am Champion, Don Bodimer of
St. Louis, Missouri, earned
fourth place money of $500.00
and $100.00 merchandise with
his 28-8 total. Bodimer credits
his first day parnter, Bacon,
and his second day partner,
Larry Seaman of Blue Springs,
Missouri who fishes for Mar-
Lynn Lure Corikany, for his
success. Before the tour-
nament, Bodimer was finding it
difficult to find fish in practice.
When the flag went up both
days, he went where his part-
ners wanted to go. Needless to
say, it payed off for him, as it
quite often does when a man has
the courage to admit his
inabilities at certain times.
Bob Martin, 29, used his
chartruese Balsa Boogie to win
•
the $450.00 fifth place check.
Martin, cocktail lounge owner
and lure manufacturer,
produced 26-13 and added more
converts to the "shallow water
with lots of cover" type of hot
weather bass casting. This was
the first BCA tournament for
Martin, and he has already
established his credentials as a
contender. He will definitely be
one to watch in future BCA
events.
Other award warners were
Larry King, Groves, Texas, who
received the voyager trophy for
traveling the longest distance to
fish the Stockton National
Tournament. Avlos won the Joe
Jacobs Memorial Sport-
smanship award for his un-
selfish attitude in helping his
fellow contestants on his home
lake. Not only did he help them
find fish, but he stayed out of the
holes and let them have them
throughout the tournament.
Points of special interest are
16th place finisher Joe Tucker,
20, of St. Louis who is the
youngest BCA contestant to
finish in the top 20. Also, the
team from Bill's Marine, St.
Louis, Missouri, consisting of
Bacon (125), Landers (2nd),
Ausl.
Williams (19th) proved that
teamwork is as invaluable in
fishing as in any other sport.
Because of this great team-
work, all four members are
high enough in point standings
that they are almost assured
berths in the Grand National.
The final two stops on the
BCA tournament trail both have
entry deadlines this week.
August 12th is the deadline for
the Kentucky Lake Regional
Bass Tournament at Paris
Landing, Tennessee. The
tournament will be held August
22nd and 23rd out of Paris
Landing State Park Marina.
August 15th is the deadline for
the 1975 BCA-Falstaff Pro-Am
on Shelbyville Reservoir,
Shelbyville, Illinois. This is the
final tournament of the year
and it is scheduled for Sep-
tember 27 and 28. The early
deadline is necessary so that
amateur entries can be notified
that they have been accepted.
The Pro-Am has a $10,000.00
cash purse for the pros and
$10,000.00 merchandise for the
amateurs. Entry fee is $30.00 for
the amateurs and $150.00 for the
pros. Amateurs spend two days
fishing in the pros' boats, and
competing with other amateurs.
For further information, con-
tact BCA National
Headquarters, P. 0. Box 888.
Mattoon, Illinois 61938.









COOLER-JUG COMBO — New from Coleman i the Roun-dabout cooler. in 10 and 14 quart sizes, which features a full-open top, sandwich and food tray, and space for largebeverage or wine bottles.























































































































































Bits and Pieces or
This and That
The area txrwhunter's bag is a
full one at this time of year.
Deer season is just around the
corner and prehunt preparation
is in full swing as local
bowhunters practice to perfect
shooting skills. Backyard
ranges are the scene of much
shooting activity as fellow
•
bowhunters gather together to
practice and enjoy the good
natured competition that seems
to just happen when bowhunters
get together.
There are at least two places
m town that are real bad snake
pits for the unsuspecting
bowhunter. One of these places
is over on Clayshire behind Paul
Myhill's house and the other is
the range that Gary Wallace
41110
kiere-is,weempiete•selegticHt-ofjusratiolireVekype of
arrow that you might need for hunting tffe—gray or fox
squirrels. Some of the arrows display standard fletching
some have broadhead points, some have blunt points and
some have Flu-Flu fletching as described in the Bag.
Whatever type arrow you decide to use be sure to take
plenty with you because loses are common.
A treshy detective story
Whodunit?
(Reprinted by special per-
mission of Muriel Marshall and
the Delta County Independent
Delta, Colorado. "Whodunit?"
appeared in the June '74 issue of
Reader's Digest and Ms.
Marshall now reports the
Digest's rewriting the article
for regional effectiveness in
their foreign language series).
Last October, you picnicked
or camped in western Colorado
at the confluence of the Gun-
nison and North Fork rivers.
You didn't leave your name
and address, and we didn't see
you, but we know a lot about you
from the 107 things you left
behind.
This place where the two
rivers meet has been known for
more than 80 years as
"Pleasure Forks." It is a lovely
spot, and it was probably
because of its beauty that you
came, since you took the trouble
to record the scene on your
Instamatic camera. You didn't,
however, take the trouble to
dispose of the film wrapper. „
You came for the fishing, too,
and had just brought a new
Eagle Claw tubular glass rod
you left the guarantee lying on
the ground), some Eagle Claw
fishhooks ( non-biodegradable
plastic wrapper to puzzle future
archeologists) and some
Hiawatha monofilament
fishline wrapper ditto). Maybe
•
you'd care to return to the scene
of the crime for the-nice three-
hook red lure you left hanging
from the cotton wood that
shaded you.
You like to fish with worms
( live bait carton).
You had bought two items
made in Taiwan for $8.95 each,
in sizes 9 and 10 f two big plastic
bags). Wading boots?
You smoke Camels diligently
( one carton, two matchbooks,
seven empty packs, in-
numerable butts ) and Belair
Menthols with restraint ( one
pack). None of the butts bore
lipstick, so a detective might
deduce that all of you were men,
except that there was a baby
along. ( Six disposable diapers,
thoroughly used.)
liou buy a lot of milk,
probably for the baby ( two
cartons). Other than milk, you
aren't a drinking family ( one
can Shasta cola), but you use
drip coffee by the two-pound
can ( one Folger's ).
You came in a new camper or
had made some recent ad-
ditions to an older one - a new
Coleman camp stove (you may
need the parts list you left
behind) and a flat sink stopper
( wrapper discarded).
While at Pleasure Forks you
had a steak fry ( two meat
trays), broiling the meat on
charcoal ( pile of 26 briquettes).
In addition, you ate Safeway
has out behind his house on
North 8th Street.
Seriously, Paul Myhill has a
range that will test even the
most seasoned shooter. Paul
has gone to quite a bit of trouble
to come up with targets of
different ranges and the most
difficult of shooting conditions.
Myhill's range even has a tree
stand setup that allows the
shooter good shooting at two
butts down in a creek bed. Nice
going Paul you have a darn
good range and the boys from
the Clayshire area ought to be
hard to beat because of it.
A man has to watch himself
when he travels over to
Wallace's on 8th Street. Bob and
Gary have been doing quite a bit
of practice shooting and both
are hard to beat. Gary will
make you shoot under the lights
and the game is twenty one, two
points for the center of the pie
plate and one point for the plate
itself. Its really tough when you
are shooting from the side away
from the spot light and you can't
see the tip of your arrow or your
sight. Just shoot at the pie plate
dude and don't hassle the guy
who makes the rules.
The Jenny Ridge Bowhunter's
Society will hold its regul4r bi-
monthly meeting in the Murray
City' Park on 'Tuesday, Sep-
tember 2nd, at 7 p. m. The
meeting place is the pavilion at
Second and Payne Streets in the
-park..A-etttb-shoOrtS schtilltfett
and new metnbers will receive a
hearty welcome.
Jenny Ridge has plans to give
away a brand new Allen
Compound Bow during the
festivities planned for the first
weekend of the bow hunt in the
Land Between The Lakes. Club
members will be able to fill you
in on the details following the
regular membership meeting
'Tuesday night at the park.
A new book, exclusively for
bowhunters, is on the market.
Entitled "Bowhunting Deer".
This highly informative book
covers the sport of bowhunting
from A to Z. William H.
Wadesworth is the editor and is
also the chairman of the
N.F.A.A. Bowhunting and
conservation committee. This
publication is not your usual rip-
off number from someone who
claims to know all there is to
know about hunting deer with
the bow and arrow. This little
sixty-five page book is packed
with bowhunting information of
the highest order and is an
absolute must for the beginning
bowhunter as well as the
seasoned veteran.
If you would like to have a
copy of this fine book on
bowhunting see ,a member of
Jenny Ridge Bowhunters for
information or come out to our
regular meeting Tuesday night
and find out for yourself. You
might want to take that op-
portunity to join what we hope
will be the best bowhunters club
in the whole state of Kentucky.
Are you getting tired of
shooting at targets like pie
plates and pictures of deer?
Why not yuck on outaapd la.to
--Mig a few-n-siluirreI with that
bow. Contrary to common
belief, squirrel hunting is not
outside the capabilities of the
bowhunter who practices with
his equipment. If Gary Wallace
, can break the centers out of
blue rock clay birds at 25 yards
ham (-larg(' can), Highway
sweet corn ( small can), bacon
halftSlice the chipmunks didn't
find), Danish pastry (Mrs.
Wright's carton) and two candy
bars ( Caravelle and Mounds
wrappers).
You dislike washing dishes
( 15 paper plates, a dozen plastic
cups and the plastic dish you fed
the baby from).
You are personally neat -
Contrary to the public image
you left of yourself on this spot -
taking pains to prevent sloppy
accidents by using plates
The unveiling of the new
models is about to occur but
things just don't seem quite the
same. Ralph Nader, the energy
crunch, the pollution pitch, and
inflation are slowly taking the
glamour out of the American
love affair with the automobile.
Whatever happened to fender
skirts fuel, injection, four in the
floor, and ragtops anyway? In
1976 it will be hard to buy a car
that can hold its head up in a
stoplight drag with the early
60's bombs.
Whatever happened to all
those local idiots that used to
run way into the night at South
Pleasant Grove and the far end
of the Penny road and maybe
even at BellCity7 Seeing a Pinto
and a Vega scratch off lacks a
little something compared to a
409 Chevy and a 426 Hemi. Man,
those were magic numbers in
days gone by. The slowest car
on the road after midnight
belonged to the State Police.
Some nut in an old Willys Jeep
blew the doors of a Jaguar
belonging to a kid from New
Jersey right down Sycamore
one night. Fact of the matter
was that the old Jeep had a 283
Chevy V-8 bored 14 with a
Carter AFB scorching the hood
but they didn't know about that
kind of thing up in New Jersey.
That was back in the days when
the Training School was still the
11 \,,
Hugh If right.





Murray Home & Auto
Hie Store for the
Outdoor Sportsman .
Murray's Bear'
Qualified Bear Archery Service
Noe 753 /571 
WOW SI
double. And you eat fastidiously
( ten soiled ,paper napkins
fluttering in the wind).
You also buy your groceries
at Safeway 'three large paper
sacks).
A lot of other people have left
trash at Pleasure Forks, but
you win the prize for leaving the
most at one time, and being the
most revealing about yourself.
Oh, yes, you left one other
thing - a plastic litter bag
printed: This land is your land
- keep it clean."
Unused.
Training School.
There is something new this
year however. And it's a lot
more exciting than seeing bow
they managed to fasten the
seventh seat belt where it would
hide when it's not being used.
FOUR WHEELERS, the long
awaited and often drearriPd
about CJ7 Jeep is here. Take a
genuine, honest to goodness_
Jeep; stretch it out about a foot,
and then put in a super duper
400 series Hydramatic by GM,
add a QuadraTrac computer for
the transfer case, and tie this up
to a fire breathing 304 V-8.
Dream up some kind of new
space age plastic for the top and
put that luscious Levi trim all
over the inside. Throw in the
traditional Jeep measure of
guts and never say die
dependability. That is the Jeep
CJ7. If it is only half as good as
it sounds it may well be the four
wheeler of the decade.
International has something
new in the works for this year.
They are bringing out a totally
new line of vehicles based on the
highly successful Scout II. One
will be the first American
minitruck if you call a 2000
pound payload and a six foot
box a mini. Four cylinder and
V-8 power is available along
with a six cylinder Nissan diesel
engine which has been getting
a squirrel couldn't be that much
more difficult.
We all know that the little
furry devils like to sit on limbs
this time of year and hull
hickory nuts with the gusto of a
hound dug. They won't set still
for more than one shotgun blast
but a bowhunter may get
several shots at the same sitting
target.
What you will need to hunt
squirrels with the bow is at least
one dozen special arrows. These
special arrows are called Flu-
Flus. Don't ask me how they got
that name but they will do the
job for you.
The Flu-Flu is designed so
that feather drag acts as a
braking action slowing the
arrow down after a short, fast
flight. Instead of being fletched
in the normal manner, with the
feathers placed down the
middle of the shaft, Flu-Flu
arrows are fletched with full
length feathers glued to the
shaft in a spiral or around the
shaft. These arrows look like
giant Bore brushes used to
clean cannons. When the arrow
is released from the bow the
feathers lay down as the arrow
moves forward. Very quickly
the feathers begin to stand up
straight and the braking action
takes effect, slowing the arrow
and shortening its flight
drastically.
This type of arrow is ideal for
squirrel and other small game
hunting because of the limited
range of the arrow prevents
loss. The Flu-Flu will deliver a
devastating blow at close range
but it won't wind up in the next
county if you should miss a
squirrel high up in a hickory.
A couple of weeks ago
Bowhunter's Bag offered some
hints on how to put a super
-eamo paint job on your bow. We
hope that you have tried this
method or are planning to try it.
The Bag would like to take this
opportunity to offer another
twist on the same theme. After
you have sprayed your entire
bow with the flat base coat of
your choice go out to the local '
store with the artificial flower
department and buy you a nice
Fern. Pick out aplastic fern with
small leaves. Now when you
shoot your brown and green
colors over the base coat, shoot
them through the plastic fern
Lay the fern down on the base
coat, hit the spray and presto
you get all kinds of leaf like
spots all over you bow. Save the
lightest green for last and you
will get a shadow effect that will
blow your mind. Rodney Lowe
and I tried this method on his
new compund and it looks
super.
We are very fortunate to have
a major tournament in our area
over next weekend, September
6th in the Land Between The
Lakes. The tourney will be held
at the L.B.L. Field archery
range which is located near
Golden Pond on Highway 68.
Many area shooters plan to try
this shoot and a good cheering
section from Murray would be
appreciated. The shoot will be
held under N.F.A.A. rules.
Even if you decide not to shoot
come:Jon over and watch the
action.
Bowhunter's bag was created
from the enjoyment of those
who love to hunt with bow and
arrow. If you have any
questions to ask about
bowhunting and equipment or
any other part of this facinating
sport feel free to contact this
writer through the Murray
Ledger and Times or direct at
402 South Ninth Street. We feel
that we are here to help you in
any way we can toward a more
full enjoyment of this wonderful
ancient sport.
Good. Lilac and good
bowhunting!
This is the emblem of the brand new len/iv-Ridge BOvrtiun-
ters Society which has been formed here in Western Ken-
tucky. The% club meets the first and ,(id Tues4ays 'of the
month at the pavilion on the corner of eighth and Payne
Streets in the City Park. New members are welcome and
prospective members, who would like to look things over,
are invited to attend. Come on out and join a growing club.
about twenty-five miles per
gallon in preliminary tests.
This new truck will be about
the size that pickups used to be
when they were still trucks.
Remember the 1950 models
when the only option available
was a radio and the upholstery
was cold Detroit steel.
As of this date, Ford,
Chevrolet, GMC, and Dodge
have not announced anything
radically new but all should
have increased economy for the
coming year.
Thanks to Lou Huie for giving
me the scoop on the Twin Lakes
Four Wheelers monthly run.
Thirty-three folks and fifteen
four wheel drive rigs were in-
volved last Sunday. Guests
were Barry and Sheila Cain
along with son, Brian, John
Albert and Mary Youngerman,
and Jeffrey Don Howard with
his date, Belinda Davidson.
The group left Murray at 1:00
and proceeded to the ORV area
in the Land-Between the Lakes
for the days activities.
The first part of the afternoon
involved a trail ride with time
out for a try at "president's
hill" (so named because neither
the past or present president of
the club has been able to climb
It.
Members Tatlock, Williams,
Galloway, and Huie managed to
climb it. The "Trojans" of John
Youngerrnan also succeeded.
John has a Chevrolet Blazer
with a horse on the hood; due to
the size of both, it was dubbed
the "Trojan" in memory of the
twenty-one ton wooden horse
used in ancient history to rescue
Helen of Troy.) This in-
cidentally is the first time a





Takes You To where The Action Is




last attempt was cancelled due
to a sudden attack by a tree.
After the trail ride the group
assembled at the mud flats for a
new event. An old catalog was
placed in a garbage can at the
far end of the mud flats and
right in the middle of a par-
ticularly muddy spot. ('on-
testants drew numbers.
The object of the event was to
charge down the mud flat in
your four wheel drive, jump out
and tear the page out of the
catalog corresponding to the
number drawn, and jump back
in and hightail it back to the
starting line. A large crowd
gathered to watch the action_
Campers, sightseers, and
boaters all had a good chuckle.
There were a few problems
In two places the water Awas
nearly three feet deep and some
of the contestants drowned out.
One or two even got stuck trying
to leave the garbage can. When
the smoke had cleared or
should we say mud) a woman
driver had won by a scant two
second margin. Lou Huie was
the winner. Better luck next
time fellows.
We heard that Mike Nance's
Chevy truck really goes with the
Gumbo mudders; that Barry
Cain's Jeep truck goes all right
but his brother needs to learn
how to drive it; that there is a
new candidate for the most
stuck award to be known as
"highpockets number two";
and that everybody involved
had a mighty fine afternoon.
Next week the column will
feature an account of a certain
person's very first four
wheeling trip. HAPPY FOUR





Bowhunter's Everywere Are Getting
Ready For The Hunting Season. In-
crease Your Chances By Improving
Your Gear
Custom Hunters ooze. 27.95
Side Mount Hunting Sight 12.95
A Ad.,Tenvcd In A,, A.,, MOACI & lowAwroters MagAnne


















We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114S. 5th Murray, Ky. 753-1640















W Railroad Avenue 753-1933
West Kentucky Guns
Smith & Wesson
Hand Guns, Rifles, Shotguns
Gerrald Boyd
Phone: 489-2481 afti.i. 6-':00 p.m.
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting 8. Fishing licenses
Ity II my kin I WV
Tennis Department
••••••••••• ••••••••••%•
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New Clay Surface Takes Heavy
Toll At U.S. Open Tournament
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. AP)
— llie Nastase says when he
quits playing tennis he may
join the circus.
He was joking, of course, as
usual. But it is an interesting
concept. Elie Nastase clowning
to his heart's content, or Rie
Nastase the caged lion baring
his teeth to all who cross his
path.
Depending how his game
goes, he can be a rubber face
and make the crowd laugh. Or
..he can be nasty and make the
crowd boo.
But this week, the week of
the U.S. Open championships,
he says he is being good — be-
cause he wants to do well.
"I don't know if I can win
this tournament, but I can go
far—to the semis or the anal."
he said. "I've played on this
surface since I was born. It is
the last major tournament of
the year. It is the only tourna-
ment to give me a chance to go
into the first four in the world
rankings."
He moved a step closer Fri-
day when he pranced into the
third round, protecting his No.
8 seeding with a 6-2, 6-3,
triumph over Allan Stone of
Australia.
It was a feat that at least
five other seeded men and two
seeded women would have en-
vied. The new clay surface took
a heavy toll on the third day ef
play. Bounced out of the men's
draw were No. 6 Tom Okker,
No. 7 Tony Roche, No. 12 John
Alexander and two Americans,
No. IA Vita&Gerulaitis and No.
16 Cliff Richey.
The bottom two seeds among
the women also were toppled—
No. 7 Francoise Durr of France
and No. 8 Julie Heldman.
Margaret Court, a seven-time
winner seeded No. 5, survived
by the skin of her teeth, beat-
ing Betty Stove of The Nether-
lands, 5-7, 6-2, 6-1 after being
down 1-3 in the second set.
Jan Kodes, the No. 15 seed
from Czechoslovakia, also bare-
ly squeezed through. Hans
Kary of Australia had match
point on him at 5-3 in the final'
set tut Kodes gritted his teeth
Legion Climax Is
Set For  Tonight 
RAPID CITY, &D. (AP) —
The only two remaining unbeat-
en teams in the American Le-
gion World Series, defending
champion San Juan, P.R., and
Fullerton, Calif., face each oth-
er here tonight in the double
elimination tournament.
San Juan clipped Worth-
ington, Ohio, 5-2, and Fullerton
dropped Cheverly, Md., 10-6 in
Friday games as both teams
chalked up their second tourney
victories.
In other games Friday, Ya-
kima, Wash., edged West Quin-
cey, Mass., 4 3, and Cedar Rap-
ids, Iowa, squeaked by Jack-
son, Miss., 11-10 in a 10 inning
contest. The losses eliminated
West Quincey and Jackson
from the tournament, which
Tuns through tabor
1975. The year of the
Cub Cadet
new modelsior 1975,8







needed The same lab-
tested automotive-type
transmissiorrthat
withstood 15 years of
normal use. 50 different
attachments. Choose
from 3 hydrostatic drive
models, or 3 gear drive
models. All with easy- .
starting. fuel stingy
engines. Make 1975 your




Hwy. 941. Phone 753-2215
SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs























19 Ceremonies 13 Grieves for
20 Wooden pin 16 The sweetsop
21 Alternating 19 Evaluates
current (abbr.) 20 Adhesive
22 Carries substance
23 Whip 22 Binds
24 Representa- 23 Endures
fives 25 Contests
26 Spars 26 Partners
27 Imitates 28 Licenses
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Dish by tlefterl F• tyre Syndicate so
and held on, 1-6, 7-5, 7-5. -
Although many would call the
day one of upsets, Arthur Ashe,
the No. 4 seed who whipped Vi-
jay Amritraj of India, 6-3, 6-1,
saw nothing out of the ordina-
ry.
"I told you it would happen,"
said the Wimbledon champion.
"You can throw the old-time
form out of the window."
He was talking, of course,
about what a difference the
clay makes.
Jimmy Connors, the top seed
who won on grass here a year
ago but lost to Ashe on grass at
Wimbledon, led the top five
seeded men into the third round
with a 6-2, 6-0 triumph over Ro-
ger Taylor of Great Britain.
Playing the opening center
court match, he was a picture
of decorum, if not innocence.
He, like his Romanian friend
Nastase, has been known to
bare his emotions.
Connors, after his triumph,
said he played better than he
did Thursday. "I will play even
better next time. I am here for
business."
TENNIS
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. —
Jimmy Connors and Arthur
Ashe advanced to the third
round of the U.S. Open Tennis
Championships but five other
seeded players—Tony Roche,
John Alexander, Tom Okker,
Vitas Gerulaitis and Cliff Rich-
ey—were upset. Two seeded
women also were defeated.
,S
 ( 111 Mt 4 1 I I IMA:1( 1- I 1411.2)
. PORTS
North Takes First-Round
Lead In B.C. Open Tourney
ENDICOTT, N.Y. (AP) — "It
was a lot of fun on the back
nine," said Andy North, who
posted record-equalling 27 for
nine holes on the Professional
Golfers Association tour.
That score, plus his 36 going
out, gave him an eight-under-
par 63 Friday and the first-
round lead in the $175,000 B.C.
Open golf tournament.
The 25-year-old three-time
All-American golfer from the
University of Florida, a non-
winner in his 2;.-4 years on the
tour, forged to a three-stroke
lead over Butch Baird, George
Burns III and Don Iverson.
North's desire to break the
nine-hole record set by Mike
Souchak in the 1955 Texas Open
almost proved his undoing at
the par-3, 175-yard 17th hole.
He needed a birdie there and
another of the 18th for a 26.
"I got excited at 17 and tried
too much to ,make a 17-foot
putt," he said. *I pulled it."
But North parred the bole
and, with a 50-foot putt, birdied'
the 18th.
En route to the 27, North fol-
lowed his drive with a five-iron
shot to the green on the par-5,
521-yard 12th. A 40-foot putt
gave him an eagle-3.
North, among the early start-
ers, finished before a steady
rain began falling. The 1973
B.C. champion, Hubert Green,
finished with a par 71 on
rounds of 37 and 34. Green
played his entire round in the
rain, as did all of the late start-
ers.
But defending champion
ftichie Karl, host pro at the 6,-
815-yard, par 37-34-71 En-Joie
Golf Course, beat the rain and
came in with a 67, as did Har-
old Witty and Bob Shaw.
Five years ago, Karl fired a
record-setting 62 here in a non-
tournament match and a host
of golfers shared the com-
petitive mark of 65. Now, North
holds that record.
Despite the inclement weath-
er—lightning delayed play for
43 minutes at one point—subpar
rounds were in abundance
among the early finishers.
Eight players had 68s, 14 had
69s and 13 carded 70s. There
were 18 at even par.
Sam Snead, age 62, was in
with a 69. So was Dave Stock-
ton, who lost a sudden-death
playoff to Al Geiberger last
Sunday in the Tournament
Players Championship.
Geiberger, Jack Nicklaus and
other top money winners
passed up this tournament, now
in its..thkd year. —
Mayfield Surprised By
HeathonOpening Night
By The Associated Press
Rick Sing sprinted 57 yartd.s
for a touchdown on a third
quarter punt return to break
open a close contest as Ashland
upset top-ranked Bryan Station
22-12 in a Class AAAA high
school football game Friday
night.
The score was 8-0 at that
point, but Ashland quickly put
the game out of reach with an-
other third quarter score, this
time on a 27-yard run by Gary
Thomas.
Thomas accounted for his
team's first points when he
tackled Bryan Station's Charles
Howard in the end zone in the
first quarter. Moments later,
Jeff Slone scored for Ashland
on a four-yard run.
Bryan Station's points came
in the fourth quarter on one-
yard touchdown runs by Jerold
Jackson and Riley Sumner.
- In other Class AAAA action,
second-rated Owensboro
...swamped MAU Central 41-0.
third-ranked Henry Clay beat
Woodford County 21-6. Tates
Creek, ranked fourth this week,
did not play.
Fifth rated Hopkinsville
downed Trigg County 20-6.
The top three teams in the
Jefferson County AAAA poll,
St. Xavier, Trinity and Bishop
Junior Golf Season
Ends At Murray Club
The 10-week junior golf
season at the Murray Cçuntry
Club ended Thursday n1gt with
and awards program èd a
buffet dinner attended by the
parents of the 45 boys and girls
who participated.
Based on the way they
finished in their windup, medal
play tournament, trophies were
presented to:
Boys, 14 years of age and up:
Gary Sullivan, first; Howard
Boone, second, and Lynn
Sullivan, third.
Girls, 14 and up: Laurie
Crass, first; Lori Rushing,
second; and Gina Jones, third.
Boo. 12 and 13 years of age:
Tommy Fike, first; Gregg
Cohoon, second; and Brent
Hood, third.
Girls, 12 and 13: Christine
Spann, first, Jo Beth Oakley,
second:- and Becky Shuffett,
third.
Boys, 10 and 11 years of age;
Robert Billington, first; Jon
Overbey, second; and John
Purdom, third.
Girls, 10 and 11: Velvet Jones,
first; and Lynn Poston, second.
Boys, 9 years of _age and
under: Billy Wells, first; Todd
Contri, second; and Mark
Waldrop, third.
Girls, 9 and under: Connie
Spann, first; Lee Ann Rushing,
second; and Emily Apperson,
third.
Robert Billington was
awarded the boys' most im-
proved golfer" trophy for the
year, and Elizabeth Oakley was
named the most improved girl
golfer of the year. Both were
surprise announcements made
during the trophy presen-
tations.
Mrs. Beverly Spann and Mrs.
Mary Contri were in charge of
the junior golf program at the
club this year, and were








for a fair contract
with the Tappan Co.
Also we thank all local merchants who
display their signs fin' thii local
union. Paid Advertisement
David, did not play. Bishop Da-
vid meets Iroquois tonight.
Durrett upset fourth-rated Bal-
lard 24-14 and fifth-ranked De-
Sales beat Atherton 12-6.
The top-ranked team in the
Class A-AA-AAA poll, Ft.
Thomas Highlands, was idle,
second-ranked Mayfield was




olic shut out Simon Kenton 14-
0; fifth ranked Paris was upset
by Frankfort 36-14; sixth-rank-
ed Middlesboro blanked Harlan
26-0; seventh-rated Scott Coun-
ty whipped Carroll County 33-
14; eighth-rated Somerset
rolled over Marion County 20-8;
ninth-ranked Bardstown
downed Anderson County 18-6.
Elkhorn City, tied for ninth
with Bardstown, meets Jenkins
tonight.
Bonefish Is Horse To Beat
In 50th Hambletonian Stakes
DUQUOIN, Ill. (AP) — A big
bay colt named Bonefish was
the standardbred to beat today
in the 50th Hambletonian
Stakes, richest and most presti-
gious race on the continent for
3-year-old trotters.
The fortunes of 10 other colts
and two fillies vying for shares
of the record $232,190 purse
seemed harnessed to the favor-
ite's handling of his ninth posi-
tion, first heat start and his re-
covery from a poor perform-
ance a week ago at the Horse-
men's Futurity in Indianapolis.
Also riding on him were the
hopes of many of the 16,000
fans expected to take advan-
tage of the first pari-mutuel
betting allowed at the Ham-
bletonian since it moved to the
DuQuoin State Fair in 1957.
Stanley Dancer, Bonefish's
driver-trainer and part owner,
seemed confidence personified
before the classic contest.
Dancer assured all questioners
his horse, rated 2-1 in the
morning line, had the speed to
take the start in stride and
proved his soundness during
midweek workouts.
Winner of the 1968 and 1972
Hambletonians, Dancer had
good reason for optimism: Bo-
nefish turned this year's fastest
mile on harness racing's Grand
Circuit Aug. 17, a 1:581-5, and
was ranked No. 1 even before
the season began.
But he threw a shoe in the
Futurity's first heat and broke
in second to finish eighth and
fifth. Dancer proclaimed sim-
ilar unconcern last year when
his Nevele Diamond drew the
lath slot and lost, along with fa-
vored Golden Sovereign, to.Bill
Haughton's darkhorse Christ-
opher T—a colt that nearly
wasn't entered.
Haughton was back this year
with 3-1 rated Glasgow and
thought his chances were better
than ever. Glasgow, starting
fourth, had a 1.59 mark and
Haughton says the horse is ca-
pable of a 1:58 pace. The sec-
ond half of his entry, Spearm-
int, started 10th and Haughton
didn't really think he had the
speed to find the wire first
from the extreme outside, even
with Dick Williams in the bike.
Dancer thought his second
horse, Surefire Hanover, was
as good as any in the race,
save Bonefish, with son Ronnie
Dancer at the reins.
Songflori, rated 4-1 with
stablemate Meadow Bright,
hadn't raced for two weeks and
trainer-driver Delvin Miller
wasn't as happy with his third
position as he might have been
because three second-tiered
horses were behind him.
He thought his filly, who
came close to beating Bonefish
earlier this year, was a close
match for his colt.
l'his year's darkhorse ap-
peared to be Fashion Blaze, a
6-1 shot in the early line, driven
by Jim Larente from the sev-
enth hole. A late starter, the
colt showed steady improve-
ment through his races.
Exclusive Way, the other
filly, at 20-1, has 13th-place
start. Driver John Simpson Jr.
was pleased with the second
row, thinking she might be eas-
ier to handle with horses out
front. Her mother was Kerry
Way, winner in 1966.
Williams Sets New Record In
WFL With Four Touchdown Grabs
ANAHEIM (AP) — Commu-
nication between Dave Wil-
liams and his quarterback has
helped the Southern California
Sun wide receiver set a World
Football League record of four
containing Davis," Wood said.
"Then the first time the Sun
has the ball he goes around end
and throws for the 51-yard
touchdown. We got flat we lost
concentration because of that
• touchdown -catches---In Ofte*Vigy '1 Wood said:
"Then we come back to tie
the score 8-8 on John Land's
two-yard run and then A.D.
(Davis) runs for an 84-yard
kickoff return and we get be-
hind 16-8 and we get flatter,"
Wood said.
"The blocks were phenomen-
al on that return," said Sun
Coach Tom Fears. "I saw legs
flying up all over the place."
Haden hit 13 of 21 passes for
game.
"He's a very intelligent
man," said Sun quarterback
Pat Haden of Williams after
the Sun walloped the Phila-
delphia Bell, 58-39, Friday night
to maintain its lead in the
Western Division.
"He comes back and tells me
things, like what's open and
what's covered."
That rapport enabled Wil-
liams to catch touchdown
throws of 51, 37, 15 and 38
yards in the first half. One pass
was from Anthony Davis and
three from Haden as the Sian
built an insurmountable 44-16
lead.
It was the only game in the
WFL Friday night. Charlotte is
at Jacksonville, Shreveport at
Birmingham, Chicago at Mem-
phis and Portland at San An-
tonio in games tonight.
"The defeat wag a lack of
concentration by our defensive
backs," said Bell Coach Willie
Wood. "We'll work harder in
the defensive backfield starting
in our workout Saturday."
The Sun's Davis gained 115
yards rushing, threw the 51
yard touchdown to Williams,
and returned a kickoff 84 yards
for another score.
"All week we talked about
Final Qualifying Runs
Set Today For Southern
DARLINGTON, S.C. (API —
Final qualifying runs were
scheduled today to fill the last
12 places of the 36-car field in
Monday's Southern 500, the
granddaddy of stock car rac-
ing.
Cale Yarborough, seeking his
fourth victory in the Labor Day
event, led the way in Friday's
round, using a borrowed engine
to qualify his Chevrolet at
151.436 miles per hour.
Yarborough missed Thurs-
day's opening trials after blow-
ing an engine. He borrowed one
from car builder Hoss Ellington
to earn the seventh row inside
spot for Monday's 8162,200
event at Darlington Raceway.
Only skeleton crews were ex-
pected to be on hand at least
for early stages of the after-
noon time trials. Many drivers,
representatives of the National
Association of Stock Car Auto
Racing, members of the press
corps and others associated
with auto racing journeyed 100
miles to Charlotte, N.C., to at-
tend the funeral of Bloys Britt,
auto racing writer for The Aso-
ciated Press.
Britt died Wednesday at a
Charlotte Hospital at the age of
-62. He had been ill since col-
lapsing at this track on April
11, two days before the rtinning
of the Rebel 500.
In Friday's times trials, Yar-
borough outsped his nearest
competitor, Cecil Gordon, by
nearly five miles an hour. But
_till, he was 2.4 miles slower
than David Pearson, who
- - earned the pole poaition witte a
record speed of 153.901- -shad-
,
ing the standard he had set
three years ago.
Gordon shares the seventh
row with Yarborough with a
speed of 1,46.623 m.p.h.
Other second-day qualifiers,
all in Chevrolets unless other-
wise noted, were: sill Chem-,.
pion, 1116.104; Richard Child-
ress, 145.435; Dean Dalton,
Ford, 145.340; */alter Ballard,
145.323; J.V. MCDuffie, 145.310;
Grant Adcox, 144.529; James
Hylton, 144.092; Coo Coo Mar-
lin, 143.886; Frank Warren,
Dodge, 143.424; and Skip Man-
ning, 143.353.
207 yards. Williams caught six
passes for 179 yards.
Philadelphia quarterback Bob
Davis threw four touchdown
passes in a futile attempt to
catch the Sun.
--Mr.-saki/1r Icitseir-ittire--17-
yards to tight end Ted Kwalick,
8 yards to Ron Holliday, 13 to
Ben Hawkins and 49 yards to
Vince Papale.
He completed 21 of 46 passes
for 285 yards.
Southern California now -has
a 4-1 record in WFL play and
leads the Division by one game
over San Antonio.
Philadelphia is 2-3 under
Wood, its new coach.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *




0200 CASH BACK NOW Buy now for a $ 200 cash rebate on a DodoCustom pickup that makes it the lowest priced full sized pickup in AmericaWith the same rebate available on a Spirit of '76 pickup with special interioand exterior features that sweeten F* deal even morel Come and see toyour/mit— you can't get all this pickup value anywhere else,
COME IN NOW FOR A
GREAT PICKUP DEAL!
'11•••• co. • oompao.,ni onomvtate Iron auppos000
.10•••• et rraoseiwn. Deskijmix_
Jim Fain Motors
9th & Sycamore - 753-3260
SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRICE REDUCTIONS!!
4 1-1 the greatest ride
in the fun zone!
Whether your fun is to explore
country trails, scale a hill,
zoom down the highway, take
on a dirt track, OT commute
in luxury, a Honda will
give you the power,
dependability, and style
to go as you like it.
Thomas Honda Soles
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Undergrads Rated Favorites To Reach Finals
RICHMOND, Va. AP) —
Four college undergraduates, a
law student, an attorney, an in-
surance executive and a
locksmith are the quarter-final-
ists in the 75th U.S. Amateur
Golf Championship.
The tournament-tough under-
graduates are headed by All-
Americans Andy Bean of Flori-
da and Keith Fergus of Hous-
ton, who are in opposite brack-
ets of the draw and are rated
favorites to reach Sunday's 36-
hole finals in the U.S. Golf As-
By The Associated Press
National League
East
W L Pet. GE
Pittsburgh 74 57
Philphia 72 61 .541 3
New York 71 62 .534 4
St. Louis 71 62 .534 4
Chicago 61 73
Montreal 57 74 .435 17
West
Cincinnati 89 44 .669
Los Angeles 70 64 .522
S.Francisco 65 68 .489 24
San Diego 60 74 .448
Atlanta 58 76 .433
Houston 51 84 .378
Friday's Results
Chicago 8, Atlanta 3
Cincinnati 6, St. Louis 2
Houston at Pittsburgh,
rain
Montreal 4, San Diego 0
New York 6, Los Angeles 1
Philadelphia 3, San Francisco
Saturday's Games
Atlanta (Thompson 0-5) at
- -Chicago (-W-Reuschetitqatr .
Philadelphia ( Underwood 12-
9) at San Francisco (Falcone 8-
9)
St. Louis (Reed 12-9) at Cin-
cinnati (Norman 94), (n)
Houston (Dierker 12-13 and
Roberts 714) at Pittsburgh
(Reuss 14-9 and Rooker 10-9), 2,
(t-n)
New York ( Webb 6-5) at Los
"Angeles (Messersmith 14-13),
(n)
Montreal ( Renko 4-10) at San





St. Louis at Cincinnatk„,m...
Montreal at San Diego
Philadelphia at San Fran-
cisco
New York at Los Angeles
American League
East
W L Pet. GB
Boston 79 52
' Baltimore 72 60
New York 67 65




Oakland 79 54 .594
Kansas City 70 60 .538
Texas 66 68 .493
*Chicago 65 68 .489 14
!Minnesota 63 70 .474 16
California 62 72 .463
Friday's Results
Chicago 4, Baltimore 2
, Boston 6, Oakland 1
Cleveland 9, Minnesota 6
California 8, Detroit 11
New York 6, Kansas City 5.
10 innings
Milwaukee 13, Texas 1
Saturday's Games
California ( Ryan 14-12) at De-
troit (Bare 7-9)
Minnesota ( Goltz 13-0 and
Decker 1-3) at Cleveland (Har-
-ison 6-5 and Eckersley 10-5), 2,
t-n )
Chicago (Hamilton 6-4) at
Baltimore (Palmer 19-8), (t-n )
Oakland (Bosman 8-5) at Bog-
on (Lee 17-7), (n)
Kansas City (Leonard 10-5) at
New York (Hunter 18-12), (n)
Milwaukee (Slaton 11-15) at






Kansas City at New York
Milwaukee at Texas, ( n )
ROWING
HOLME PIERREPONT.
England — John Matthews and
Darrell Vreu,gdenhil of the Ves-
per Boat Club in Philadelphia
edged into the finals of the
coxed pair competition.
Subscribers who have not 0
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p. m. are urged
to call 753-1916 hatwee- 5:30
p m. and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.




The eight survivors qualified
automatically for next year's
tourney by winning two match-
es Friday, and the winners in
today's morning round were
faced with semifinal com-
petition in the afternoon.
Bean, the 22-year-old pow-
erhitter front Lakeland, Fla.,
was to open the quarter-finals
with a tee-off against Phil Ken-
ny, 22, of Northbrook, Ill., one
of two Arizona State students in
the round of eight.
The other half of the upper
bracket matched Fred Ridley,
a Stetson- University law stu-
dent from Winter Haven, Fla..
Choose sweet, green
tomato picalilli, hot















Loeffler, 19, of Arizona State
against Fergus,
While Boyajian said he al-
ready was satisfied in reaching
the quarter-finals, as compared
with a first-round defeat last
year, Eghte said he was eager
for bigger things.
"My desire," said Eghte, who
is 12 years older than other
against Jack Eghte, a 40-year-
old insurance man from Clear-
water, Fla, who is playing in
his ninth U.S. Amateur. .
The other quarter-final
matches pitted Mark Boyajian,
a 26-year-old locksmith from
Belleville, Ill., against Henri
deLozier, 28, an attorney from








quarter-finalist, "is.to do some-
thing in a national tournament.
"tve won a lot of local four-
naments, including the New
York State Amateur in 1957 and
the Florida State Amateur
three times, but I've never
really done anything on a na-
tional scope."
Eghte' . who reached the
fourth round when the 1955 U.S.
Amateur was played on the
same Jams River Cpurse of
the Country Club of Virginia;
reached the quarter-finals Fri-
day with a 1-up victory over































Ridley, 23, advanced by scoring
a 2-and-1 upset over Curtis
Strange of Wake Forest and
Virginia Beach, Va., the 1974
NCAA champion.
Boyajian, a- graduate of
Southern Ino1.1 downed Wil-
liam MitchA of Primeton,
and Georgia Southern, 3-and-2,
and deLozier, a Maryland grad-
uate in his fourth Amateur,
scored a 3-and-2 dectSion over
Dave DuPre, a South Carolina





BOYS, YOUTHS & MENS
ALL PURPOSE
SPORT SHOE
Vinyl uppers with stripe trim, padded
tongue, and safety cleated sole. Sizes
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Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line ... 753-NEED










6 dryers, 2 wash howls and
dresser osasbineties
Phone & All Utilities
furnished
$1 50 per month
Riviera Trailer Court
No. 24



























Approximately 12,000 se ft of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp ,






106 N 6th Street, Murray, Ky.
Buy Gold &Silver
Estate Appraisal
Phone (502) business 753-0140,
night 753-9222 Store hours Men-
ds) 1-6, Tuesday -Saturday 10-6
IF YOU have a burden, let
us share it. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
HORNBUCKLE'S BAR-
BER Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Also Watkins
Products. 753-9067.
LATEX HOUSE paint sale.
Two gallons for $14.95.





3 bedroom brick house
on large, shaded, well
landscaped lot with 142
baths, cathedral
ceilings, large living
area with ;Food burning
fire place; large kitchen
with built in G.E. 'range
and side-by-side ref-
freezer. Enclosed car-
port and utility room.




Call 753-7940 after 5:00
, Mon.-Fri.
WATKINS PARTY PLAN
is new. Great hostess
gifts, and Holiday gifts.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland. Phone 753-8284.
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WANT to express our
deepest love and ap-
preciation to all our dear
friends who were so kind
through the sickness and
death of our dear mother





Hugh Houston, we say
thank you. A special
thanks to the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
and for the beautiful
songs that were sung.
Again we say thanks for
all of our friends. The
Lord giveth and the Lord
taketh away. Blessed be
the name of the Lord.
The Children.
5 Lost And Found
FOUND YOUNG full
grown, female, pure bred
Beagle. Black, brown and
white. Found on Nash
Drive. Call 753-4307.
LOST A 3 month old, male
black Labrador Retreiver




NEEDING A COOK at the
Alpha Gamma Rho
Fraternity House. Will be
required to cook 3 meals a
day, 5 days a week. If
interested, Call 753-2943,
as soon as possible.
VETERINARY KENNEL




has five openings. Part-
time $75 and up. Full time
$125 and up. Send, phone
number for interview.

















free. House type con-
structed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile
south of Cherry Corner off
Highway 121 South.
12 Insurance
HEALTH, LIFE, burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.







14 Want To Buy
TWO OR THREE thousand
tobacco sticks. Call 753-
5058.
JOHANN HAVILAND
- ina-made in -Germany:-
Pattern-violets. Call 1-
527-6011, Benton, Ky.
14. Want To Buy
VENELJt LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J H.
Miller 354-8440.
15. Articles For Sale
BOTTLES, JIM Beam.
Also Cranberry Glass.
Below book value. Call
after 4, 753-1652.
••• The Murray Ledger & Times
15. Articles For Sale
MAG WHEFIS, 2 in front
Rocket, 2 in rear Mickey









4316-5636.5, 11.0 ply tires.
MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12 a rick, delivered.
3-9618.
MOVING-HOUSEHOLD
goods, black and white





condition. $65.00 or trade
for portable. Call 767-4789.
LIKE NEW portable 200
amp DC gas welder, 350
watts of AC 110 power,
$850; burning outfit less
tanks, $85. Call 436-2538.
Ask for Nick.





paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom -vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. '7" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square.
foot. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot. Loan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.
16. Home Furnishings



















X WITH THIS DYNAMITE






  SCHOOL OPENS
SOON--- BETTER



















PRE5I2WNI LUAGA ..A7 THE










DOWN. WE'VE GOT TO FIc_ff-4
HIM OUT TO PROVE WE




ONE MORE SHOT AND YVE'VE
GOT 'EM NOW „ 11H .
)1
'ss:r • ' '
CON7
OA ISNe IS WATCHING
TELEVISIONj
:4- 1 HAT IDIOT
HE NAILED THE COVER SACK
  ON TH5 1130X 
((( 4/111°-drf .. of,
Nos/I•FY WOULD A DOG
WATCH TELEVISION?








GNP ONTAINS A FORTUNE-THE OTHER-
SUDDEN AN ORDINARY MAN
WOULD BE BAFFLED! - BUT A DE1 E CTIVEDevLcps AN LiNERRING SIXTH 5EN5Eff,
16 Home Furnishings
ONE BLONDE 3 piece
bedroom suit, nine piece
formal dining room suit,
early American den
furniture, one Broyhill





taking orders for fall
grain bins. We also have
gooseneck grain trailers
in stock. Miracle Span
farm buildings are ready
for delivery. Call 753-2958.
960 CASE COMBINE with
chopper and 18 four rice
tires, duel wheels, 13'
bean header, 3 row
narrow corn head. Call
753-9502.
FOUR ROW CORN header,
Massey Ferguson No. 43.
Used one year. Shelled 70
acres. Call W. P. West,
435-4467.










1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753-
3226 after-.4.- -
ASTROGLASS BASS boat.
70 h. p. Johnson power
trim. Custom trailer,
many extras. Call 753-8045
after 5 o'clock.
1973 ASTROGLASS AND
trailer with a 1974 115 h. p.
Mercury completely
rigged. Call Jim Gibson,
489-2195.
18' STARCRAF1' PRO bass
boat and trailer with 135
h. p. Evinrude depth
finder. Trolling motor. All
extras, like new. $3,800.00.
Call 436-2211.
12' SEARS SUPER game
fisher, full floating, 9.9 h.
p. Sears motor. Less than
10 hours. Like new. Both
for $450. Call 436-2538.
55 LB. SHAKESPERE










T.V. and stereo. Balance





for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
24. Miscellaneous
16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
BUSINESS FOR SALE
Mixed drink bar and
package liquor store, P2
mile north of Graves
County line on Highway
45. Priced to sell. Phone 1-
554-9061.
FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors




TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
i53-0870.
27. Mobile Home Sales
TRAILER WITH large
room attached. Located








WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
17 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 65 CLAYTON trailer,
1970 model. $3,600.00. Call
593-3040 or 593-3842. Big
Sandy.
1975 SCHULT, 14 x 70. All
electric, central heat and
air. Call 753-8566.
28 Heating & Cooling





included. $100.043. Call 753-
2660.




big porch, good condition.
$3,000. Call 753-4627 or 489-
2324.
NEW TWO bedroom all
electric mobile home.
Water, garbage pickup
and lawn mowing fur-
nished. $50.00 deposit.
$125.00 per month. Phone
753-2377.
NICE TRAILER, 17 x 54,
unfurnished, 3 bedroom,
11/2 bath, central heat and
air, carpeted, TV tower,
and garden on private lot.
Call 492-8348.
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 50, 2
bedroom, washer and
dryer, air conditioned,
water furnished. One mile
from city limits,
references required. $100




neve Parks. South 16th
Streerlfomes and spaces
for families.only. Call 753-
3855.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
HOUSE TRAILER for 2
persons. 12' x 52', fur-
nished and air con-
ditioned. Phone 753-3895.
SPACES FOR RENT.






heat, air compressor and
hoist furnished. Phone
753-3018.
31. Want To Rent
PROFESSIONAL,
MARRIED couple looking









looking for house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-
MENT for couple. Ideal
location adjacent to
campus. $80.00. 753-8585.
MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
.Stove, refrigerator, and
water - furnished. - On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North, 753-8668,
FURNISHED APART.




1975 16' Cobia inboard,
outboard 120 h. p., Billy
trailer, S3,995
1975 16' Cobia inboard,
outboard, 140 h. p., Billy
trailer, 54,395.
1975 Cobia runabout 50 h.
it. Johnson motor, Billy
trailer, 52,595.
















coronet in good condition.
Priced very reasonable
Call 753-1389.
USED FLUTE in excellent
condition. Call 753-4121.
LIMITED OPENINGS for
piano and voice students




J. & B. Music
753-7575
290 ACRE FARM KNOWN AS 290 ACRE FARM
The Booker Hollow Farm
DIVIDED INTO
I:3 SMALL FARMS El
16.67 ACRES 19.76 ACRES 21.03 ACRES 14.68 ACRES
14.00 ACRES 16.64 ACRES 34.07 ACRES 86.06 ACRES
62.00 ACRES
AT AUCTION
Sat., Sept. 20th-10:00 a. m.
LOCATION 12 Mlles east oll Murray Ky on Goodman Road Take HO(hstay 94 (Murray-C Road) to leghway 1346 Excess
also to lane from Highwayel0 (ktioyikeld-Cediz Rood) 2Mdes from Kentucky Lake 7 Miles Irons Kenlake Resort 20 Miles horn
Mayfield 12 Mies frorn Benton Ky 10 Miles from Paducah 113 Miles from Cadiz 125 Moles front Evansinfle. Ind Auction
Banners Potted
SAil PROCEOUgg: Fans will be said in 9 individual tracts reserving the right to Winton!, any and all tracts Farm 16
berg surveyed now and actual acreages will be Quoted day at sale
- -  -
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTIES: TRACT NO 1 Containing
1667 Acres more or less & fronting 1325 feet on Goodman
Road Approximately 50% cleared and mixed grasses •
Balance in young timber - Long road frontage offers many
shaded building sites
TRACT NO 2 Containing 19.76 -Acres more or less &
,••••fronting 300 ft on Goodman Road - Has deep well septic
tank - Farm is partially cleared with balance covered by
beautiful sugar maples. mimosas & small orchard Lays
level on front to gently rolling on rear.
TRACT NO 3 - Containing 2103 Acres more or less &
fronting 666 ft. on Goodman Road • 50% cleared lespedeza
& fescue Good road frontage with matured shade trees
fronting property
TRACT NO 4 Containing 14.68 Acres more or less &







TRACT NO 5 Containing 14 Acres more Or less & fronting
530 ft on Goodman Road A place you would want to live
and build your home
TRACT NO 6 Containing 1664 Acres more or less &
fronting 693 ft on Goodman Road with long frontage on
private road which will be deeded with property • Many
beautiful building sites. t-i.t• -
TRACT NO 7 • Containing 34.07 Acres more or lau
fronting private road Good stand of Oak
TRACT NO 8 Containing 62 Acres more or less • Fronting
private road & bordered On rear by Jonathan Creek which
flows to Kentucky Lake Approximately 20 Acres of highly
 productive bottomland A real good solid small farm.
AV TRACT NO 9 Containing 8606 Acres more or less &fronting on private road Bordered on rear by JonathanCreek & branch Bottomland on rear • This property
contains one of the most unusual rnck formations that has4 drawn the interest of many people for years it has been
said that this formation was used by an Indian tribe many
years ago for seed & food storage For those who wouldWie
a beautiful rock garden that only mother nature could have
created situated on well elevated rose that affords a view of
the surrcolintling country side for miles A property that
offers many possibilities as an investment farm • private
retreat of as •1 tourist attraction
AUCTIONEERS NOTE These pregierties otter crony outstanding Natures. Strategically located abr these sidie erewain a Quest pecooshil private riltroffit or smell farm operabon and yet only a short distance horn Keritucliy Lake
Park Barkley Lake g Park The Land between the Lakes A 'pennon S paradise Fishirg Hunting Bootee/ Skin* -
One of the largeot resort areas in the United Stairs Prosperous g progresu•e otses nearby ijyyyy,,s4y.ca Murray.
Successful industries g Marty other features that warrant your inspection ot it,,,. properties prior to sate day •whaa onearth, why not own pert of Salesmen will be on property Sunday. August 31s1 and Monday September 1st ()abor
(lN) For Nether informatoon. contact selling Of isrs. *
TERMS 20% ,dosin day of sole balance with deed on Or before 30 dors
pOSSESSJOISE with deed
MR. & MRS. JAMES CHANEY, OWNERS
PH 502 436 5609
GREEN) REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
P.O Box 191
Smiths Grove, KY 42171
Phone 502 563 4711 4712
Robert &ogle, Scottsville 622 5279
Wendy Eston, Oakland 563 6431
Kent Koostra, Bowling Green 781-2441
Jerry Branstetter, Hart Co App Auctioneer 565-2644
Bud Greenup, Auctioneer & Broker 502- 563-2821
1
•
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furnished apartment for 2
people. All utilities fur-





private entrance and bath
for student. Phone 753-
3143.
WALK IN basement
apartment, bath. Call 753-
4386.
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM, brick
furnished, washer and
dryer. 10 miles from
town. Call 492-8594 after




saddle filly. 14 months




kittens. $10.00. Inquire at
1608 Main, Apartment 2.
COCKER SPANIEL











33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR boys nice and
private. Central air and
heat. Kitchen, half block





student. Call 753-7575 or
753-0669.
34 Houses For Rent
tt 
FOUR ROOM house, bath,
in country, with garden













male. 9 weeks old. $65.
Call 753-5605.
AKC    aturREGISTEREDday_









Pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106.
39. Poultry - Supplies
CHICKENS, DUCKS,
guineas, pheasants,





MOVING - Must Sell






Our five acre mini-farms in exclusive Ken Shores
Estates are popular for those who want space to
roam on their own property. These nicely wooded
acres are near Chandler Park and Hamlin, Ky. The
property is served by a fine blacktop road (KY
1918). These accessible, yet secluded acres have
many fine building sites. Enjoy country living on
one of these reasonably priced tracts.
Happy Days
If your choice is a waterfront location enjoy happy
days on a choice lake front lot just south of Chandler
Park. This property is right on the lake only a short
distance from Hamlin, Ky. The lots have long fron-
tage on the T.V.A. line. These lots are on the main
channel of the lake. Let us show you this property
and help you make your vacation and retirement
land needs come true.
Mobile Home Living
We have a remodeled mobile home located in the
Keniana Development near the lake. This mobile
home has three bedrooms and two baths. It is
located on a large lot only a short distance from the
lake. It is less expensive to buy this mobile home
than to pay rent. Enjoy living in Keniana for only a
small investment of $7,500.
Mobile Home Court
For the person who likes mobile home living and
would like to own a court, we have just the location.
This one is just a short distance south of Ky 444 near
Hamlin, Ky. The property is platted for 15 units.
There is a well and sewer already in. The out of
state owner has set a low, low price on this property.
Choice Vacant
In the same area as the above property we have two
adjoining, choice lots in the Keniana Development.
These are located in a wooded area near the lake
The tap on charges for the community water system
have been paid.
Low Priced Housing
Want a reasonably pricedihouse located in the Hazel
area? We have a three bedroom house on a 80' x 200'
lot. This has frontage on US'641 in Hazel, Tn. The
property is available at a low price.
Panorama Lake Shore
Two Really Fine Lake front lots in good location in
Panorama Subdivision. Wooded building site












Will sell on con-







located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
FIVE ACRE tracts on
Kerby Jennings Trail (Ky
1918), a blacktop road,
near Hamlin, Ky and
Chandler Park. These lots
are located in an ex-
clusive development near
Kent!icky Lake. It is only
a short distance to boat
launching facilities at
Chandler Park. Each,
tract is nicely wooded and
has good building sites.
Eleotric.andphene
the area. Reasonably
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street.
Murray, 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162
NEAT TWO bedroom brick
veneer home has electric
heat, den, carpeting,
fireplace, on large lot in
nice area. $22,500. Contact
Boyd-Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th or call 753-8080.
SPACIOUS THREE
bedroom home, den, built-
in range and oven, 1 car
garage, central heat and
air, carpet and drapes.
This isa lot of home for
the asking price of




TO BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, 4th
de Maple Streets, phone
753-7333. We have local
and out of state buyers
and handle property of all
kinds, in both KentuckN
and Tennessee. We need
your listings now. Home
phones: Fulton E. Young.
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson.
753-3744.
44. Lots For Sale
$10 DOWN AND $20 per
month will buy •a large




Telephone 436-5320 or 436-
2473.
46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE by owner:
Beautiful spacious, 3
bedroom home at 140f'
Dudley. Call 753-4381
1700 AUDUBON, 3
bedroom, 2 baths, family
room, fireplace, dining
room, carpet drapes. Call
753-3960.
BY OWNER, :delightful 3
bedroom brick, central
heat and air, all ap-
pliances, dining room and
den. Big shady lot. 401 N.
10th. Asking $26.500. Call
753-0690.
SIX ROOM brick house, l'2
baths, 6 miles from city
limits. 40 x 40 garage, 10
acres of land, deep well,
256 ft. highway frontage.
Will trade for house in
town. Call 436-5560.
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry -
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. E, x -
traordinary. Must seeti
appreciate. Call 489-2493
46. Homes For Sale
, HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M. L. S.
BY OWNER: Three
bedroom brick and 30 x 32
Stran steel building, also
new three bedroom brick
and twelve acres. Call
753-8615.
BY OWNER at Midway.
Ranch style 3 bedroom
brick house with carport,
kitchen with dishwasher,
large living room and
bath, combination
laundry and sewing room.
-Chain link fenced back
yard, fifty-five foot TV
tower with antenna. Air
conditioned and electric
heat. Unattached two car
garage or workshop on 1
acre. Call 753-6765.
THREE ROOM. Living
room with fireplace. 1960 FORD PICKUP inBedroom and kitchen. good condition. Call 753'Front and back porch. 3608.
Electric 'wired. Good
condition. 'Large win- 1968 BUICK $300. 1961dows. Ideal for iaite Chevy 60LWV boom truck









shield. $650.00. Call 382
2299.
LIKE NEW 1973, 450
Honda. Lots of Extras.
Also 1949 Indian Chief 74.
Excellent condition. 812
Olive.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
NEW HOME for sale in
Gatesborough, 1 1 2 story,
contemporary styled.
Four bedrooms, three






1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:60
p.m
1975 HARLEY DAVISON,
Super Glide. Call 354-8569.
capacity $200; 1962 Chevy
3,4 ton pickup $300; 2 1957
Chevy's both for $175;
1959 GMC with boom and
4 cylinder Wisconsin
power wench. Ready to
mount $950. Call 436-2538,
ask for. Nick.
1971 VEGA HATCHBACK,
4 speed, AM FM radio,
low mileage. Very good
_ condition. Call 489-2765.
1972 PINTO FOUR speed.
Good condition, $1,350.





49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 C. J.5 Jeep V-8, loaded




factory mags. Two new
tires. Must see to ap-
preciate. Call 753-7761.
1968 FORD, 2 door, hard-
top. Radio, power
steering and brakes, air,
automatic. $650.00. Call
753-1777.
1967 FURY I station wagon




$200.00. 513 South 6th. Call
753-8705.
POP UP CAMPING trailer
with stove, refrigerator,
furnace. See at KOA
Kampground, Aurora.




Fold doWn, unique, Good
used trailers, '2 mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.







Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.






David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
ROY HARMON'S Car-




















No jobs too small. 'Call











plowing and discing. Call
436-2540.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and- industrial, air
conditioning and
refrigeration, plumbing




Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 3541138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.





efficient service. No job






















Call 753-5827 or 7.53-9618.
EXPERIENCED Elec-




grain bins St dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. Call
753-7488.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or





If you plan on doing any of these and a








6: 30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Permanent Press Cycles Available
Wash-35'
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Bro. John Dale To
Speak On Sunday
At Local Church
Regular services will be held
at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ on Sunday,
August 31, at 10:40 a. m. and six
p. m. with Bro. John Dale as the
speaker.
"My Response to Jesus" will
be the morning sermon topic
with Jim Payne to read the
scripture from Matthew 19:22
and Acts 8:39. Prayers will be





Rev. Wayne E. Todd, interim
minister of the First Baptist
Church, will be speaker at the
10:45 a. m. and seven p. m.
services on Sunday, August 31,
at the church.
The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed at the
morning services. Glen Grogan
is deacon of the week.
Dr. David Roos To
Speak Here Sunday
Is Anybody Listening?" will
be the subject of the sermon by
Dr. David Roos at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday, August 31,
at the First Christian Church.
Guest soloist will be Gus
Robertson, Jr., and guest
organist will be Mrs. Joe




Rev. Jerrell White, minister
of the Memorial Baptist
Church, will speak at the 10:50
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, August 31, at the
church.
"How To Know You Are
Going To Heaven" will be the
subject of the sermon with his
scripture from I John 5:13 and
John 14:1-6.
Special music will be by the
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
Ron Hampton, music director,
with Mrs. Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Miss Diane
Wilkins as pianist.
Coffield Vance, deacon of the
week, will asgist in the services.
UNFINISHED
FURNITURE









OPEN LABOR DAY - SEPT. 1ST
THE BLACKFORD
HOUSE
1804 COLDWATER ROAD - HIGHWAY 121
ust to the left of the "Y" as you enter
MURRAY
1 Deaths and Funerals j
Rites Are Today
For Asher Story
The funeral for Asher V. Story
will be held today at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chhill Funeral Home with Rev.
Fred Kendall officiating and
Mrs. W. J. Pitman playing the
organ.
Pallbearers will be Clifton
and Gene Jones, Harvey and
Festus Story, Frank Enoch, and
Grant Stiles. Burial will be in
the West Fork Cemetery.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Coy Robinson, Union City,
Tenn., one brother, S. C. Story,
Paris, Tenn., one sister-in-law,
Mrs. Carnie Carson Eskridge,
and several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral Is Sunday
For W. G. Miller
The funeral services for W. G.
Miller of Murray Route Three
will be held Sunday at two p.m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. Paul Welch and Rev.
Roger Melton officiating. Music
will be by Mr. and Mrs. Oury
Lovins, singers, and Miss Lucy
Forrest, organist.
Serving as active pallbearers
will be Stan and Steve Downs,
Sammy Adams, Gary Houston,
Brad Miller, and Wayne Ezell,
all nephews. Honorary
pallbearers will be members of
Hoyt Roberts' Sunday School
Class of the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church of which he was
a member.
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens. Friends
may call at the funeral home.
,Sturivorsare his..wile, Mrs.
Martha Piggott Miller; three
daughters, Mesdames Archie
Lackey, Norbert Laubach, and
Richard Lamb; six sisters,
Mesdames Howard Robinson,
Jimmy Bucy, Lester Sterrett,
Clayton Workman, Rayburn
Charlton, and Bill Hollon; twop





pastor of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will speak at
both the eleven a.m. and 7:15
p.m. services on Sunday,
August 31.
Services Today
For Otis G. Loftin
Funeral services for Otis G
L,of tin will be held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Horne with Dr. David Roos
officiating. Music will be by
Margaret Porter, soloist, and
Jane Prince, organist.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Charles and James Loftin,
James Dale and Paul Hopkins,
Glen Cunningham, and Thad
Imes. Burial will be in the
Maplewood Cemetery at
Mayfield.
Mr. Loftin, age 76, died
Thursday at 11:35 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
Maurine Bregen Loftin, and
daughter, Miss Dorothy Sue
Loftin, both of 204 South 15th
Street, Murray; four sisters,
Mrs. Ray Smith, Murray Route
Two, Mrs. Ray Satory, St
Louis, Mo., Mrs. Avery Tabers,
Melber Route One, and Mrs.
James Scoggins, Springfield,
Mo.; one brother, Lora Loftin.
Boaz.
Mrs. W. T. Downey
Dies At Hospital
Mrs. W. T. ( Louise) Downey
of Louisville, daughter of Mrs
Hildred Sharpe of 202 Poplar
Street, Murray, died Thursday
night at a hospital in Louisville
She was 56 years of age.
Survivors are her husband of
Louisville, her mother, Mrs.
Sharpe, Murray, one daughter,
Mrs. Leo Stabel, Louisville, one
soar David -Downey, student at
Murray State University, one
brother, John McBride,
Louisville, and one grandchild
Funeral and burial services
will be held in Louisville.
Dr. James Fisher
Is Church Speaker
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr., will
be the speaker at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. services on Sunday.
August 31, at the First United
Methodist Church.
"The Gospel For Labor" will
be the subject for his sermon
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laws Hamilton, Kent Wed, Mike Flanigan, till lee, Willie Deloach Rob Startle Bruce Martin, Bill Namestnik Scott Prather, Greg 
Haley, Mike"
Bill Shannon, and Art Weedy.
Jams Moor, Lary Joar, Tony Insolodi. Hark llickaam, on Hetlich. Mark Lacy, Mike Hobbit, lay Waddle, David McDonald, Charles 
Reeves, Tim
hpis Ni Scliaopert and Onni Wont
-
Cud Bill Ewa*, Asst. Coach Gary Crum, ksst. Coach Bill Hine Asst Coach Ron Madrick, Dargell Ramsey Gary 
8rumm, Gene Nanny, Brad
Itosem, Dos liddinson, truce Walker, Mike Dickens, tarry Farwell Larry Jasper. Eddie McFarland, Bruce Raley, Dan Helfrich, Asst 
Coach Ray
Bari, Asst Coadi )ere Stripling, and Asst. Coach Carl Oakley.
Les Stinnett, Marty Strouse, Dorn Willis. Roger Rushing. Jell Parks, Bob Franklin, Al Martin, B f Behrenth, tuff Fritz, Steve Henson, Dennis McGee,
John Farris, Kevin Whitfield, Mark Lindsey. Reed Millet, John Hauser. Jeff Boyd.
Sept. 20 ... WESTERN CAROLINA, MURRAY, 7:30 PM
Sept. 27 . TENNESSEE TECH, MURRAY, 7:30 PM
Od. 4 ... MOREHEAD STATE (Homecoming) MURRAY, 2:00 PM
Oct. 11... UT-Marlin, Martin, In., 1:00 PM
Oct. 18 ... Middle Tennessee, Murfreesboro, Tn., 2:00 PM
Oct. 25. . . East Tennessee, Johnson City, Tn., 2:00 PM
Nov. 1 ... EASTERN KENTUCKY, MURRAY, 1:30 PM
Nov. 8... AUSTIN PEAY, MURRAY, 1:30 PM
Nov. 15... Eastern Illinois, Charleston, II., 1:30 PM




Reading Left to Right
Row Mike Stephenson, Robbie Illhbad, lido Wit, Is 
Itisoot Tony Thriend, Tool hoot Pat McWillen, David Noffunger, Greg Thompson. Mgr.
Row 2: John Hine. Head Coach, Randy On, Tim lane, SAM Chadwick, Keith Tubers, 
Paul Robertson, Todd Harrison, Ken Adams. Danny Richerson, Kell
Perkins
Claude Johnson. Kerry Thompson, Barry Wells. David Kennedy, Tim Garland, Donnie Winchester. Roger Grogan. Greg 
Garland, Bob Thurman. Jerry
Runyon, Mgr
Alvin Parham. Jerry Jones. Tomy Bauless. Richie Richerson, KeviriShahan, Philip lachereti, David Cattier, Greg Vaughn, tarry Watkins, Mgr
., Keith
Cartwright
Lane Bridwell. Gyms Baniphis, Inn Harrell, Lindsey Hudspeth, Eddie Rollins. Darrell Foster, Andy Ryan, Mark Vins
on. Andy Harrell, Jim Irby, Coach
Tommy Turner
Coach Rick fisher. Coach Cary Miller. Coach Mark Brady, Craig Klein. Robert Whitmer frank Gilliam
Terry Grogan. Coach Jim Harrell
Sept. 5... Reidland Away
Sept. 11 ... HENRY CO (PARIS) HOME
Sept. 19... Mayfield Away
Sept. 26 ... FULTON HOME
Greg McReynolds, Tim Shelton, Ron Hooks.
Oct. 17... Marshall Co. Away
Oct 24... HOPMNSVILLE HOME
Oct. 31 .. OBION CENTRAL HOME
Nov. 7... TODD CO. HOME
Phone 75-7921
